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ABSTRACT 

A qualitative. Interpretative design was used to discover the 

meaning and Impact of myocardial infarction treated v t̂h percutaneous 

transluminal coronary angioplasty in the lives of women and to determine 

the implications for improving nursing care with a focus on Rogers' 

principle of integ'ality. Nine women with a self-report of heart attack 

treated with angioplasty were recruited through network sampling. 

Unstructured tape-recorded interviews of approximately one hour in 

length were conducted with each participant. Grounded theory was used 

in collection and analysis of the narrative data. Through a constant 

comparative method, common concepts were identified. The core 

variable of increased awareness was the central focus of the major 

concepts of their experiences, absence of typical chest pain as a 

symptom of heart attack, trust versus mistrust of care-givers based on 

advocacy, search for the causality of heart attack, and transformation into 

one's own case manager. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of this Study 

Heart attacks kill more than 247,000 American women each year 

(American Heart Association, 1989). However, almost 500,000 women 

survive myocardial infarctions annually due to advances in diagnostic 

techniques and treatments such as angioplasty. Research has shown the 

physiologic success of angioplasty and detailed the savings in terms of short 

hospitalizations and fewer lost days from work (Wenger & Hellerstein, 1992). 

Numerous studies have examined the effects of myocardial infarction and 

angioplasty on men. In the past few years, more emphasis has been placed 

on understanding heart disease in women. While more studies are being 

conducted, there continues to be a lack of information about women's 

experiences of heart attacks treated with angioplasty. 

This qualitative interpretive study explored women's experiences 

during myocardial Infarction and angioplasty and provided Information about 

their perceptions and the meanings of these events in their lives. 

Incorporation of that information could improve nursing care of women who 

have heart attacks treated with angioplasty. 



Chapter Overview 

This chapter presents the incident which led the nurse researcher to 

study the experiences of women who have had heart attacks treated with 

angioplasty. Research questions are proposed. The rationale for using a 

grounded theory approach for data collection and analysis with a focus on 

Martha Rogers' principle of integ-ality is explained. Definitions for 

procedural, conceptual, and theaetlcal terms are provided. Assumptions 

and limitations for this study are also discussed. 

Backyound 

Index case. While talking with a patient undergoing cardiac 

rehabilitation, this researcher was surprised to find that he considered his 

heart attack and angioplasty procedure to be far more upsetting than the 

open-heart surgery he required later because of vessel reocclusion. This 

researcher believed that angioplasty was a less invasive procedure with a 

shorter recovery period and was therefore less traumatic. 

The patient explained that at the time of the heart attack, he felt that he 

was merely suffering from heat exhaustion after mowing the lawn. Later, at 

the hospital, the physicians infamed the patient that he was experiencing a 

hesrt attack v/hich could be fatal if not treated Immediately with angioplasty 



and possible bypass surgery. The morning after the procedure, the patient 

was told that the angioplasty had been successful and prevented major 

damage to his heart. He was released home a few days later and told to 

resume normal activities since his heart was now in better condition than 

before the angioplasty. 

Divergence in perceptions. This patient admitted initially denying the 

symptoms and seriousness of his condition. By the time that the patient 

believed that he was having a serious heart attack and entered a stage of 

realization of his fragile humanity, the procedure was over. The physician 

informed him that the angioplasty was successful, and his health was 

restored. 

The physician reported that the patient was in better physical condition 

than before the heart attack and that after discharge, he could resume 

normal activities such as mowing the lawn. The patient Nvas Inaedulous that 

the doctor would suggest that he could mow the law since that activity had 

almost killed him. The doctor explained that the angioplasty had kept the 

heart attack from severely damaging his heart and admonished the patient 

that he should feel gratefulness that he had been spared open heart surgery 

and prolonged recovery. 



Statement of the Problem 

Lack of understanding. This patient believed that the doctor did not 

understand the seriousness and meaning of the cardiac events in his life. 

He contrasted the rapid, unexpected, mental, and emotional changes 

required of him during heart attack and angioplasty with the extensive 

preparation he received before coronary artery by-pass graft surgery and the 

prolonged attention during his surgical recovery. He complained about the 

differences in psychological support offered to patients undergoing 

angioplasty and cardiac bypass surgery. He affirmed that angioplasty 

patients required more information and support during and after the 

procedure than he had received. 

Charge given to researcher. This patient urged this researcher to do 

something to change the perceptions of healthcare providers regarding the 

needs of patients who have heart attacks treated with angioplasty. His 

perceptions during that time left him feeling as if the healthcare team did not 

understand or acknowledge the significance of those experiences in his life. 

Response of researcher.This researcher believed that he was right in 

his perceptions, and admitted to a lack of understanding of those events in a 

patient's life. Angioplasty appeared to be a wonderful advancement in the 

treatment of myocardial infarction. Doctors no longer had to sit and watch a 



patient with a heart attack suffer and hope to keep him resting enough to 

decrease the demand on the heart and thereby control the damage from the 

heart attack. 

This researcher believed that angioplasty was a relatively safe 

procedure with an impressive success rate. Angioplasty patients were 

spared open heart surgery with extensive chest and leg scars, long recovery 

times, and months lost from work. However, this researcher lacked 

Information about what heart attack treated with angioplasty meant to a 

patient. 

Research method selection. This researcher did not believe that 

information about the meaning and significance of heart attack and 

angioplasty to patients could be obtained through quantitative methods or 

questionnaires. By going directly to the patient and listening to a personal 

description of the topics and issues that were important to him or her 

regarding heart attacks and angioplasty, the researcher was provided with 

data containing the patient's [perceptions of those events. 

Grounded theorv. A g-ounded theory approach provided a method to 

obtain and analyze information from those who had actually lived through 

the experiences of heart attack and angioplasty. In 1967, Barney Glaser 

and Anselm Strauss developed g-ounded theory as a method to go into 



treatment areas with patients who were dying to see what was actually 

happening. Through their observations, they formulated a theory to describe 

the process of dying In hospitals that was g-ounded in reality. Glaser and 

Strauss (1967) believed that all of our experiences are continually evolving 

and that people change the world around them by interacting with It. They 

acknowledged the variables and complexities of life as people attach 

meaning to events and realized that those meanings affect people's actions. 

Decision to interview women. This researcher did not choose to 

Interview men with heart attacks treated with angioplasty, since a wealth of 

information about men and heart disease treatments existed. There was 

minimal information available atxxit women who had experienced those 

events. 

Myocardial Infarction in Women 

Incidence. This year over 1,500,000 Americans will have heart attacks. 

Almost half of that number will be women, and 500,000 of them will survive 

(American Heart Association. 1989. 1991). As women age, their risk of 

heart attack increases. Myocardial infarction Is the leading cause of death 

for women over the age of 75, and the second most common cause of death 

f a women ages 45 to 74 (Wenger & Hellerstein, 1992). More than 6,000 



women under the age of 55 die of heart attacks yearly, and nearly one-third 

of them are under the age of 45 (American Heart Association. 1989). 

Treatment. From 1979 to 1986, the mortality rates for women declined 

by 17% for coronary artery disease and myocardial Infarction (American 

Heart Association, 1989). This prog-ess Is due to improvements in 

prevention of heart disease and advancements In diagnosis and treatment. 

Cun-ent treatment for myocardial infarction includes thrombolytic therapy, 

percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA), and coronary 

artery bypass graft surgery (CABG). Women with myocardial Infarctions are 

more likely to be treated with angioplasty than with thrombolytic agents or 

CABG (Krumholz et al., 1992; Maynard et al.. 1992). 

Research Questions 

If angioplasty is the treatment approach most often used with women 

who are experiencing myocardial infarctions, healthcare providers must 

begin to discover the needs of women undergoing those procedures. 

1. What are the common elements of experiences of women who have 

heart attacks treated with angioplasty? 

2. What Is the process women develop as they live through the 

experiences of myocardial infarction and angioplasty? 



3. What implications for the nursing care of women who are 

experiencing heart attack and angioplasty can be developed through 

interpretation and understanding of those experiences? 

Conceptual/Theoretical Framework 

Overview. In Martha Rogers' Science of Unitary Human Beings, 

women and men are recognized to be constantly interacting with everything 

about them. Alterations In health status such as acute pain will change a 

person's interactions with her environment. Her experiences and 

expectations will affect the meaning and interpretation she gives to the 

sensation of pain. Her choice of treatments will be Influenced by memories 

and hopes for the future. During myocardial infarction and angioplasty, a 

woman will be changed in many different ways by the people and things of 

the environment around her. Each woman is an Individual who Is unique in 

her interactions but shares common experiences with other women in 

similar circumstances. 

Theory assumptions. A human being is envisioned as a unified whole 

who is more than and deferent from the sum of her parts. She is an energy 

field which Is constantly moving and changing on an infinite number of 

levels from the visible, physical Image to the Invisible, cellular, chemical, and 
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electrical levels as well as the Intellectual, spiritual, and psychological 

planes. Human beings have the capacity to imagine, to aeate language 

and thought, and to experience sensation and emotions (Rogers. 1970). 

Theory concepts. The constant movement of energy appears as v^ves 

perceived through color, heat, sound, scent, and motion that combine to form 

patterns. Technology reveals to us some waves through 

eiectrocardog^aphic tracings and chemical tests. We can learn to recognize 

waves of emotions, attitudes, and cognitive processes. The waves combine 

to form patterns of each individual and are considered as a whole, 

encompassing all dimensions that make up a person. These patterns 

constantly change and inaease in diversity as humans interact with their 

environment (Rogers, 1970). 

Environment. The environmental field is multidimensional, 

surrounding, yet integral with the human field. It is more than atmosĵ here. 

landscape, architecture, furnishings, and geographic location. Environment 

includes everything living and non-living, people and culture, customs, and 

technology. The environment is considered in Its entirety and perceived as 

a wave pattern which changes In complexity and variety (Rogers, 1990). 

Principle of Integrality. Human beings constantly change the 

environment and are being changed by the environment. Rogers labeled 



this continual interaction integ-ality (Rogers. 1989). Each person Is affected 

by the visible environment of persons, places, and things as well as the 

unseen environmental worid of experiences which have influenced her and 

her culture. Her personal past Interactions have also changed her present 

perceptions and future expectations. She has the capacity to participate 

with this environment in the continual change process and to affect the 

environment on many different levels (Rogers. 1989). 

Summary of theoretical framework. Each woman who experiences a 

heart attack and angioplasty is a unique individual who comes into those 

situations with her own frame of reference. Her environment changes to 

include the hospital and healthcare providers. Nurses evaluate the 

simultaneous states of the Individual woman and her environment and act to 

promote harmonious interaction between the two (Rogers. 1970). The 

purpose of nursing is to help each woman to achieve her maximum level of 

health and well-being within her environment (Rogers, 1989). 

Definition of Terms and Phrases 

For the purposes of this study, the following terms are defined. 

Angiog-am . The process of coronary angiog-am which allows 

visualization of the coronary arteries through injection of contrast media/dye 
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into the vessels was referred to as angiog-am during this study. Access to 

the coronary arteries is typically made through a skin incision and into the 

femoral artery at the thigh or the brachial artery at the inner elbow. A 

catheter is threaded into the artery and up toward the heart. The passage of 

dye through the coronary arteries is monitored by w-ay technology. Blocked 

arteries are identified by a reduction in the width or diameter of the arterial 

images (Vlietstra & Holmes. 1987). 

Angioplasty . Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) 

or angioplasty was the term to desaibe the procedure in which a balloon 

catheter is used to open blocked coronary arteries. PTCA is performed 

during coronary angiog-am. A balloon-tipped catheter is advanced to the 

site of the coronary artery blockage and inflated. The mass of the balloon 

squeezes placque fiat against the sides of the artery, and the force of arterial 

Wood pressure keeps the artery open (Vlietstra & Holmes, 1987). 

Category. In g-ounded theory data analysis, a category represents 

and is the label for the comblnafion of comparable code words which identify 

similar incidents in the manuscripts (Glaser. 1992). 

Concept. During g-ounded theory analysis, categories with common 

characteristics are combined. As categories are fully saturated with 

descriptive passages of incidents, the definition of the category becomes 
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dear and it is transformed into a concept. Concepts describe the underlying 

meaning or pattern within a group of descriptive categories (Glaser, 1992). 

Constant comparative process The data analysis method used in 

grounded theory whereby each incident from the data Is compared with 

other incidents on a continual basis is refen-ed to as the constant 

comparative process (Glaser, 1992). 

Core variable. In grounded theory analysis, the category which seems 

to be central and related to more categories than any other becomes the 

core variable. Connections between the core variable and other categories 

are frequent and vary in deg-ee and dimension. The core variat>le relates 

meaningfully and easily with the concepts. The core variable describes the 

process of the phenomenon in question, the process of women living 

through heart attacks treated with angioplasty, and is the essence of their 

experiences (Glaser. 1976; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

Coronary artery by-pass g-aft surgery. Open-heart surgery in which 

occluded coronary arteries are replaced with grafted vessels v/as coronary 

artery by-pass graft surgery (CABG) for the purposes of this study. 

Environment. All people other than the participant and both visible and 

invisible. Inanimate surroundings of the participant were considered as her 

environment (Rogers. 1990). 
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Experiences Sensations received through sight, sound, smell, taste, 

and touch from internal and external stimuli as explained by the individual's 

interpretations of those perceptions formed while she personally lived 

through events were considered as experiences during this study (Merleau-

Ponty, 1962). 

Heart attack. A heart attack v/as understood as a self-report of a 

myocardial infarction (Ml) which the participant believed was her diagnosis. 

Ml represents cardiac muscle cell death which occurs when the oxygen 

supply to the heart is significantly diminished due to occlusion of coronary 

arteries by Wood dots or placques or by spasm of the arteries. The typical 

symptom of a myocardial infarction is unrelenting, crushing, chest pressure 

or pain (Gersh & RahimtoWa, 1991). Patients may also report shortness of 

breath, radiation of pain to the arms or lower jaw. nausea, vomiting, dammy 

skin, fainting, anxiety, and confusion. 

ST segment elevations or depressions and the presence of Q waves on 

electrocardiographic (EKG) tradngs aid practitioners in diagnosing 

myocardial infarction. Laboratory testing to detect an elevation of the MB 

isoenzyme of creatine kinase which is released by damaged myocardial 

tissue can also assist in the diagnosis of myocardial infarction (Gersh & 

Rahimtoola. 1991). 
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Open coding. In g-ounded theory data analysis, open coding of 

manusaipts is the first step in the constant comparative process. 

Manuscripts are analyzed for descriptions of inddents. These inddents are 

coded or marked with descriptive code words which are frequentiy taken 

drectiy from the manusaipt (Glaser. 1992). 

Assumptions 

1. Every woman in this study is constantiy affected by her environment, 

and It is ImpossiWe to consider her completely separate from her 

environment. Since she is always interacting with the environment and 

being infiuenced by it, she will be changed in some way whenever aspects 

of the environment change. This is the prindple of integ-ality as defined by 

Martha Rogers (1990). 

2. These women are more than the sum of their perXs and consist of 

mae than Wological, mental, emotional, philosophical, and spiritual 

components (Rogers, 1970). 

3. Every person has her own view of reality influenced by her past 

history, present experiences, and future expectations (Oiler, 1982; Rogers. 

1970). 
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4. Throughout life, a person bestows value and meaning upon 

Interactions and occun-ences. Those meanings are influenced by external 

forces such as cultural groups as well as her own Inner contemplation and 

belief system (Oiler. 1982). 

5. Women who partidpate in this study were thoughtful and truthful 

about their experiences of heart attack and angioplasty. 

6. The data obtained through this study were remembered experiences 

rather than the predse lived experience. It is ImpossiWe to explain an event 

as one is living the moment but when it is over a narrative can develop 

(Merieau-Ponty. 1962; Sandelowski, 1991). As events occur, a person tries 

to make sense of them by using her past experiences, learned facts, or her 

t)eliefs to define the occurrences. The reported experiences of the women 

reflect their cun-ent reality (Oiler, 1982. Sandelowski. 1991). 

Limitations 

1. The findings from this study cannot be generalized to all women who 

have heart attacks and angioplasty because of the small sample size. 

2. All partidpanta in this study were treated by the same group of 

cardiologists, therefae the philosophy of physidans expressed in this study 

may not be the same as in other physidan g-oups. 
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3. The nurse investigator did not have access to the partidpants' 

medical records, laboratory tests, or electrocardog-aphic tradngs which 

could have supported their self-reports of myocardial infarction and given 

more information about their medical histories. 

4. The fact tiiat the researcher was a nurse may have Influenced the 

comments that subjects made about nurses. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Findings from research based on Rogers' prindple of Integrality are 

presented to illustrate the theory's usefulness at explaining tiie constant 

changes which take place as people interact with their environments. 

Studies using g-ounded theory are discussed in order to indicate their 

applicaWllty to researching proWems such as discovering the experiences of 

women who have had heart attacks treated witii angioplasty. A brief review 

of the literature about the effects of myocardial Infarction. CABG. and PTCA 

is provided to show ti^e focus of research in those areas. Studies which 

report the success and risks of angioplasty are presented in order to balance 

the perceptions about those procedures. 

Research Based on Rogers' Prindple of Integrality 

Do changes in the environment affect a person's perceptions? Smith 

(1986) reported that when the environment is filled with unfamiliar, 

unpredictaWe events, subjects experience changes in perceptual as well as 

physiologic realms. Subjects exposed to an environment of patterned 
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harmonious music perceived themselves as more rested than those in a 

quiet room who occasionally heard muffled sounds. Subjects in the quiet 

room exerted more effort to understand and process unexpected noises than 

those subjects listening to predictable sounds. 

In another study, subjects exposed to high-frequency unpattemed 

sound environments had more sensations of motion, rapidly changing 

thought and visual patterns, and alterations in time perception than subjects 

exposed to low-frequency sounds. The perceptions of subjects changed as 

their environments changed (Smith, 1988). 

Gaydos and Farnham (1988) used integ-ality to explain the relationship 

between an owner petting her dog and blood pressure readings. Previous 

studies had shown that the owner's Wood pressure (topped significantiy 

over time as she petted her dog. This study showed a Wood pressure 

Increase as owners petted their dogs and a consistent ck-op in Wood 

pressure when they were sitting alone quietiy reading magazines. 

These owners admitted worrying alx)ut their dogs' behaviors during the 

study and relaxing once they knew that their dogs were secured. Anxiety 

about antidpated, unpleasant changes in the environment resulted in 

inaeased Wood pressure readings for this g-oup (Gaydos & Farnham, 

1988). 
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Rogers' prindple of integrality asserts that human beings are not 

isolated from ttieir sunroundings but are constantiy affected by the familiar 

and unfamiliar aspects of their environments (Rogers. 1989). Women who 

experience Ml frequentiy are separated from their familiar, physical 

environments over which they exert a measure of control. They enter an 

unfamiliar area of a hospital with strange sights, sounds, and sensations at a 

time when they are experiendng painful, frightening, internal feelings that 

ttiey are trying to interpret based on their knowledge and beliefs. 

Research using a Grounded Theory Approach 

Research using g-ounded tiieory strives to discover the process by 

which one experiences a phenomenon by studying the events via the 

perceptions of the subject (Brink & Wood, 1989), Johnson and Morse (1990) 

used a g-ounded theory approach to interview fourteen men and women 

who had experienced a heart attack. They identified four phases in the 

adjustment process after myocardial infarction during which the patient tried 

to regain a sense of control. The patients told of their experiences of having 

a heart attack beginning with the onset of symptoms. The time period from 

the Ml until the interview ranged from one to forty-five months (Johnson & 

Morse. 1990). 
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Grounded theory was used by Keller (1991) in her interviev/s of eight 

men and one woman who had experienced coronary artery bypass g-aft 

surgery. Subjects interviewed approximately five months after their 

surgeries discussed their experiences from the onset of symptoms through 

the postoperative recovery period. By constantiy comparing the data, the 

process of seeking normalcy after CABG was developed (Keller. 1991). 

Dowd (1991) discovered a similar concept of seeking namalcy and 

acceptance of a physical condrtion when she used grounded theory in her 

Interviews of women who have experienced urinary incontinence. 

Van Dongen (1990) used prindples from g-ounded tiieory in descriWng 

the experiences of families and friends of suidde victims. Previous stuc&es 

of these survivors of suidde victims were confined to questionnaires or 

highly structured interviews. The common tiieme of agonizing questioning 

was developed to describe the pattern of seeking explanation of why the 

traumatic event occun-ed and what the experience means in the lives of the 

survivas (Van Dongen. 1990). 

Grounded theory provides a legitimate research method to examine the 

experiences of women who have had heart attacks treated with angioplasty. 

By listening to the unique happenings described by individual women and 

compering them to the stories told by others who have lived through similar 
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situations, common concepts of their experiences will be developed (Burns 

& Grove. 1993). 

Medical Treatment of Mvocardial Infarction 

Differences between men and women. Data from the Myocardial 

Infarction Triage and Intervention Registry of almost 5000 patients show that 

the mortality rate for women who have heart attacks is slightiy higher tiian for 

men (Maynard et al., 1992). Recent studies show that women presenting 

with chest pain are less likely to undergo coronary angiog'am and Invasive 

revascularization procedures than men with chest pain (Ayanian & Epstein, 

1991; Krumholz et al., 1992). PossiWe reasons for the disparity is that 

physidans may not view coronary artery disease as severe in women as it is 

in men (Ayanian & Epstein. 1991). Some studies show tiiat hospital 

mortality rates, angioplasty mortality rates, and emergency open-heart 

surgery rates are higher in women than In men (Wenger & Hellerstein, 1992; 

Steingartetal.. 1991). 

Changes after Mvocardial Infarction 

Experience of having a heart attack. Levy (1981) interviewed twenty-

eight men who discussed the experiences of actually having a heart attack. 
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She described the process to be struggling to maintain one's personal 

routine, feeling surprise at the realization of the Ml. making a dedsion to 

seek help, and determining the significance of the event (Levy, 1981). 

Symptom denial, anxiety, depression, and gulK. Descriptive qualitative 

research studies indicate that men and women who have Ml Initially 

experience varying deg-ees of symptom denial, anxiety, and later, 

depression (Bllodeau & Hackett, 1971; Boogaard, 1984; Mickus, 1986). 

Shanfield (1990) reports that most studies show that women have a higher 

rate of psychiatric proWems and depression after Ml than men. Wenger and 

Hellerstein (1992) described anxiety, depression, and guilt as responses 

most commonly found In women who have had coronary events. 

Half of the women interviewed by Boogaard (1984) admitted feeling 

guilty because of their InaWlity to perform household duties, but none of the 

men in the study reported guilt feelings. Men who could not return to their 

former level of activity reported feeling anxiety, inadequacy, sadness, and 

shame (Bllodeau & Hackett. 1971). 

Return to normal activities. Boogaard (1984) found d^erences In 

recuperation time at home for men and women after a heart attack. Men 

spent more time resting after a heart attack and allowing others to wait on 

them. Women resisted help with household chores and quickly assumed 
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light housework during the first few days after discharge. Both sexes 

admitted that their families perceived them as ill and did not expect them to 

resume their normal role activities (Boogaard. 1984). Even though most 

women denied partidpating in normal activities. 90% had resumed 

housework within one montii after having a heart attack (Mickus. 1986). 

Return to work. Most patients who were working before an acute 

myocardial infarction return to work. However, those with Wue-cWIar jobs, 

older workers, and women are less likely than men to return to work 

(Boogaard, 1984; Shanfield, 1990). Women who had an acute myocardial 

Infarction without CABG or PTCA returned to work within 12 weeks (Mickus, 

1986). Younger women on small salaries returned to work more often than 

older women who had myocardial infarctions and did not feel a great 

finandal need to work (Wenger & Hellerstein. 1992). Studies have failed to 

show that rehaWlitation prog-ams increase the number of patients with acute 

myocardial infarction who return to work (Shanfield. 1990). 

Changes after Coronarv Arterv Bv-oass Graft Surqerv 

Patients who have CABG surgery stay an average of ten days in the 

hospital (Vlietstra & Holmes, 1987). Rankin (1990) reported that women 

had longer stays in intensive care units after CABG than men. Research 
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Indicates that CABG is less successful In women than In men (Ayanian & 

Epstein, 1991). After hospital discharge, men and women who had CABG 

returned to physical activities at approximately the same rate (Rankin, 1990). 

Allen and associates (1990) found that 55% of the men in their study were 

more active after CABG than before their surgery. The most frequentiy 

mentioned concerns of oper>-heart surgery patients while increasing their 

activity were related to cardlo-pulmonary proWems (NIcklln, 1986). 

Frequentiy. depression after CABG does not become apparent until the 

patient has gone home (Allen. 1990). Rankin found that women in her 

study consistentiy reported more anxiety and depression than men. but had 

higer levels of family satisfaction than their male counterparts as measured 

by a questionnaire (Rankin. 1990). 

Changes after AngioWastv 

Benefits for women. When angioplasty is successful, women are 

spared oper>-heart surgery and the risks of general anesthetic, disfiguring 

chest and leg indsions, and prolonged rehaWlitation after major surgery. 

Angioplasty patients typically have a small Indsion in the groin where the 

catiieters have been inserted. Local anesthesia is used, and after four hours 
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of ImmoWlity to the catheter insertion site, the patient is allowed to move 

about (Vlietstra & Holmes. 1987). 

Hazards for women. Angioplasty in women bears a higher 

complication rate than in men due to bradycardia, hypotension, and 

coronary artery dissection (Wenger & Hellerstein. 1992). Eariier detection 

and treatment of heart disease as well as technical advances with the use of 

smaller equipment may reduce the higher risk to female patients. 

Initial results of angioplasty. Initial revascularization success rates of 

PTCA after acute myocardial infarction are reported to be 83 to 95%. which 

exceed the thrombolytic therapy success rates of 65 to 80% (Wenger & 

Hellerstein. 1992). Grines and her assodates (1993) studied 365 patients 

with acute myocardial infarctions and found that treatment with PTCA 

resulted in a more rapid resolution of chest pain, a higher rate of vessel 

patency, and a lower inddence of serious Weeding, recurrent ischemia, and 

death when compared to Initial treatment with thrombolytic agents. 

Long-term benefits. Three to six months after PTCA. the coronary 

vessels Implicated In myocardud Infarction were still patent in 91% of the 

patients treated witii angioplasty (Grines et al., 1993; Zijistra et al., 1993). 

Kent (1988) reported that restenosis occurs most frequentiy four to six 

months after PTCA and Infrequentiy in the eight years studied after 
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angioplasty. The National Heart. Lung, and Blood Institute Percutaneous 

Transluminal Coronary Angioplasty Registry data reported that women have 

a 22% Inddence of restenosis compared with a 36% restenosis rate in men 

(McBride et al.. 1988). When PTCA is successfiji in women, tiiey enjoy a 

higher long-term survival rate than men and less need for revascularization 

through PTCA or CABG surgery (Wenger & Hellerstein. 1992). 

Health perception. Cleary and assodates (1991) used a telephone 

questionnaire to measure health-related quality of life among approximately 

1.200 male and female patients who had undergone angioplasty one month 

after the procedure. Findings indicated that perceived health status and 

functioning had Improved. Chest pain and shortness of breath prevented 

some from returning to physical activity, although 89% of those working 

before angioplasty had returned to work (Cleary et al.. 1991). 

Return to work. Most patients with myocardial Infarction and 

angioplasty are hospitalized for an average of five days and miss 

approximately seven days of work. Eighty-six percent of patients with 

successful angioplasty who were previously employed return to work 

(Vlietstra & Holmes, 1987). The economic Impact in terms of fewer lost 

days from work and resulting higher productivity positively affects the 

workplace (Wenger & Hellerstein. 1992). 
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Cost of treatment. Medical cost comparisons are varied since the Initial 

cost of PTCA is less than CABG, but angioplasty patients frequentiy require 

more follow-up procedures and angiograms than are done wrth open-heart 

surgery patients (Aticlns et al., 1989). The cost of PTCA is much higher than 

treatment with Intravenous thrombolytic agents and requires elaborate 

equipment and a spedally trained staff (Eckman et al.. 1992). 

Support from the Healthcare Team 

During recovery after myocardial infarction twenty years ago, patients 

reported that the healthcare team maintained an atmosphere of 

cheerfulness and rarely adctessed their feelings of fear, anxiety, and dtead 

(Granger, 1974). Patients who had undergone cardiac surgery expressed 

an increased need for support, empathy, and reassurance during their first 

week at home and again at the eighth week as they were beginning to 

resume more physical activity (Tack & Gilllss, 1990). 

Christmann and her assodates (1988) suggested that practitioners in 

acute care settings plan interventions to allow patients recovering from heart 

attacks to express their feelings about illness. Men and women 

experienced a great deal of distress and uncertainty when they returned to 
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self-care and realized the chronic nature of their physical limitations after 

myocardial infarction (Christmann et al.. 1988). 

Summary 

The literature provides evidence to support the study of the experiences 

of women who have had heart attacks treated with angioplasty using Martha 

Rogers' prindple of integ-ality and a g-ounded theory approach. The impact 

that environmental changes have upon patients has been recognized and 

tested using the concept of integ-ality. When patients undergo heart attacks, 

many aspects of their environment change. Grounded theory provides a 

mechanism to explore feelings, tiioughts, and perceptions of life events and 

a method that describes the process of subject's experiences . 

Studies have reported that both men and women who suffer myocardial 

infarction feel denial, anxiety, and depression. However, women respond 

differentiy to heart attacks than men with regard to psychosodal function. 

physiWogic responses to treatments, and return to activities. Medical and 

economic reports detail the advantages of treating acute myocardial 

infarctions with angioplasty. Treatment trends indicate that angioplasty will 

be used mae often f a women diagnosed with myocardial infarction. Still, 
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no studies exist In which the total experience of heart attack and angioplasty 

has been explaed from a woman's perspective. 

This study incorpaated Martha Rogers' Science of Unitary Human 

Beings and g-ounded theory to enhance the collection and analysis of 

infamation about the experiences of women who have had heart attack and 

angioplasty. By studying the unique perspective of women who have lived 

these events, the nurse investigata was aWe to develop the common 

concepts and cae variaWe to describe how women lived these experiences 

and discovered Implications f a tiie nursing care of women cardiac patients. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHODS 

Design of the Study 

In ader f a the nurse investigata to understand the process involved 

when a woman has a heart attack treated with angioplasty, a qualitative 

interpretive design was used in which women desaibed in their own wads 

their experiences during ti^ose events. The Investigata attempted to 

understand and intapret the meanings that those expaiences hold f a the 

participants and to identify patterns which may be appllcaWe to a similar 

population (Mase, 1991). 

Grounded Theay. Since Glaser and Strauss puWished their study 

exploring the environment of dying patients in 1965, nurse researchers have 

used inductive methods within g-ounded theory to study areas in which 

thae was llttie previous research and in familiar areas in which they wished 

to gain new insight (Chenltz & Swanson, 1986). By studying the 

perceptions of individuals who have lived in specific situations, researchers 

can discover the process of how one experiences a certain phenomenon 

(Brink & Wood, 1989). Rattans of Intaactions and expaiences appear afta 

careful comparisons of the data. Theay descriWng tills process is 
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genaated from the data, obsavations, and nan-atives of subjects and is 

thaefae g-ounded in the data (Glasa & Strauss, 1967). 

The investigata Is asked to enta the research area with as few 

preconceived ideas as possiWe In a d a to remain sensitive to the data 

(Glasa, 1978). Data are collected as ttie partldpant describes occun-ences, 

sensations, and perceptions within ha own pasonal frame of refaence. 

Theory begins as data are reviewed and categories are developed. The 

categories are famed to fit the data and are constantiy revised. Data 

collection continues until no new categaies emage (Burns & Grove. 1993). 

Careful, disdplined reflection on the data results in interpretations which are 

verified a modified based on feedback from the subjects and pea review of 

the data (PWit & Hungla. 1987). 

As relationships between categaies are undastood. concepts and the 

cae variaWe emage, and the theory Is refined with a goal of predicting 

events and guiding actions in relation to the phenomenon being studied 

(Chenltz & Swanson. 1986). The Investigata must be dedicated to 

modifying tiieory as the data indicate in a d a to remain revelant to those 

whose expaiences she seeks to describe and undastand. The nature of 

g-ounded theay Is to dispel myths and reveal new areas of Inquiry beyond 

the scope of the original study (Glasa, 1978). 
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CredWIItv and ConfirmaWlity 

Glasa and Strauss used three critaia to detamine aediWIity in a 

g-ounded ttieory study (Glasa. 1978; Glasa & Strauss 1967). 

1. Fit describes how the categories must fit the data and be genaated 

from the data. Implications f a specific categay famation ae evident when 

examining the data. 

2. Work a relevance are tams used to explain how the categories and 

cae variaWe explain what happens In the phenomenon unda study. 

3. ModlfiaWllty was chosen to represent the premise that categaies. 

concepts, and cae varlaWes should be modified as Indicated by the data. 

As people and environments change, their responses change and tiie 

condusions of g-ounded theory change. 

Subsequent reseachas using g-ounded theory have developed 

specific methods which Incapaate using the paceptions of subjects and 

pea researchas to detamine If categories and the cae variaWe meet the 

standards of fit. work, and modifiaWHty. Those methods are partidpant 

feedback and pea review which offa aediWIity and confirmaWllty to 

g-ounded theory studies (PWIt & Hungla, 1987). 

A sample of partidpants was provided with summaries of their 

convasations in a d a to validate a daify the cae variaWe and concepts 
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identified to desaibe their expaiences. CrediWIity was obtained when this 

partidpant feedback was Integrated into the study (Dowd. 1991; Kella, 

1991; PWit & Hungla. 1987; Van Dongen. 1990). 

An experienced nurse researcha provided confirmaWlity by reviewing 

the data, and contributing to theme identification (Dowd. 1991; Kella. 1991). 

She anived at condusions similar to those of the Investigata and assisted in 

establishing relationships between categaies. (Glasa, 1978). 

Sample Charactalstics 

Critaia f a selection of (participants required that they be women who 

had expaienced a heart attack treated with angioplasty. Even though 

litaature suggests that out of the estimated 750,000 women who have heart 

attacks each yea, tiie majalty of those affected ae ova the age of 65, this 

study did not limit partidpation of subjects based on age. Research studies 

Indicate that Wack women, smokas, and women who have a family histay 

of heart disease are at inaeased risk f a myocardial Infarction (Amaican 

Heat Assodation, 1991). Howeva, the independent variaWes of age. race, 

marital status, occupation, family histay, a past medical histay wae not 

controlled during this study. 
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Partidpants wae restricted to English-speaking women since that is 

the primary language of the investigata. Undastanding the context and 

meanings of wads was crucial to the nan-ative analysis. Due to the travel 

time necessary to conduct face to face intaviews. only participants who 

resided within a forty-mile radius of the investigata's base wae chosen f a 

interview. Subjects who ag-eed to partidpate reported a willingness to 

desaibe their expaiences and express their feelings about tiieir heart 

attacks and angioplasty. 

Memay Recall of Expaiences 

Women who have had heart attacks treated with angioplasty wae able 

to recall those expaiences regadless of the amount of time between the 

events and the intaviews. Memaies of each woman's heart attack and 

angioplasty wae famed when sensay paceptions wae intapreted by ha 

semantic staes of knowledge and cdaed by ha psychological state 

(Bourne et al., 1979). 

The lengtii of time befae memories fade vaies from a few seconds to 

decades afta the event. Howeva. episodic memay which indudes one's 

pasonal histay is staed by sensation codes and Interpretive meanings 

within the context of one's life. Infamation in episodic memay can pass 
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from consdousness and yet still be retrieved tivoughout one's entire life 

when triggaed by emotions, thoughts, a sensations (Bourne et al.. 1979). 

Sample Size 

Based upon sample sizes from otha qualitative studies (Dowd. 1991; 

Johnson & Mase. 1990; Kella, 1991; VanDongen, 1990). the Investigata 

antidpated that convasations with at least five, but no mae than fifteen 

women would provide concepts to describe the process experienced during 

heart attack and angioplasty. Nine partidpants wae interviewed during a 

seven week period of time. As data wae constantiy evaluated, additional 

concepts and categories wae identified. No additional categaies wae 

developed afta review of the last convasation. so no additional subjects 

wae Interviewed. 

Solicitation of Subjects 

Patidpants wae obtained by the nonprobaWlity method of acddental 

a network sampling (PWIt & Hungla. 1987). Acquaintances of the 

investigata suggested subjects f a interview. Many potential subjects did 

not meet the selection criteria, but knew of otha women who had had heart 

attacks and angioplasty. Afta initial intaviews began, partidpants 
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recommended othas who had had Ml and PTCA. and through this snowball 

effect, the list of potential subjects grew. The Investigata intavlewed the 

first nine subjects who met the critaia and agreed to partidpate. 

Data Collection 

The Investigata arranged a convenient meeting place and time with 

each partidpant during which convasations approximately an hour in length 

wae conducted. All subjects in this study chose to meet in their homes. 

Convasations wae initiated by the Investigata who asked a standadized 

question. "What wae you experiendng when you had your heart attack and 

angioplasty?" Each partidpant discussed ha thoughts, feelings, sensations, 

and paceptions of the events sun-ounding Ml and PTCA as the convasation 

was audlotape-recaded. 

Recadings wae transcribed to indude the partidpanfs exact wads 

and pauses. Changes in the volume of the subject's voice, such as 

shouting or whispering, wae noted in the transcript. The Investigata 

induded notations within the narratives to explain the locations of body parts 

wheneva subjects pointed to them. 

Demog-aphic data wae collected afta tiie Interview. The date and 

time of each interview as well as the partidpanfs name, address, and phone 
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numba wae noted on a fact sheet which contained the code numba 

assigned to the partidpant. The age. date of Wrth, race, marital statijs. 

occupation, highest level of education, numbas and ages of children, ages 

of parents, and numba of people living in the home wae noted on the 

demographic fam. The partidpanfs past heafth histay of previous heart 

surgery, any Ml, angina, angiog^m, PTCA. congestive heart failure, and the 

date of the Ml and PTCA refen-ed to in the study wae noted. 

Instrument 

In this g-ounded theory approach using unstructured interviews, the 

Investigata was considaed the instrument (Chenitz & Swanson. 1986). 

The same investigata conducted all interviews. Comments wae sensitive 

and norHudgmental in a d a to communicate the idea to the partidpant tiiat 

ha comments wae important and acceptaWe. The Investigata avoided 

health-teaching In a d a to presave the atmosphae of remembrance vasus 

a thaapeutic intervention (Chenltz & Swanson. 1986). The investigata 

sustained the convasation by maintaining eye contact with the partidpant 

and assuming a relaxed, but attentive pose. 

Afta estaWlshing a relaxed tone by a brief period of sodal talk, the 

Investigata initiated the interview with ttie standad question, "What wae 
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you experiendng when you had your heart attack and angioplasty?" Some 

partidpants began their nanrative account of their experiences of Ml and 

PTCA befae the investigata asked ttie question. Phrases and events ttiat 

wae undea wae furtha explaed through questions. 

Some topics discussed by partidpants In eariy Intaviews wae 

mentioned to subsequent subjects by the interviewa saying something such 

as "otha people have mentioned the finandal part of It" a "what did you do 

when you came home?" This fam of topic control allowed the intaviewa to 

gatha additional data v̂ ên categay saturation was taking place and she 

needed to elidt mae Infamation atxMJt ttie paceptions of otha partidpants 

regading certain subjects (Chenltz & Swanson. 1986; Dowd. 1991; 

Johnson & Mase, 1990). 

Data Analysis 

Overview. Glasa and Strauss did not list a specific set of steps f a 

data analysis in grounded ttieory. Since 1967, ttiey have written many 

books to describe g-ounded theory data analysis which focuses upon the 

basic prindples of ttie constant compaative process and the fit. work, and 

modlfiaWlity of the categories and cae variaWe to the phenomenon unda 

study (Glasa, 1978; Glasa, 1992). Glasa (1978) offaed eleven analytic 
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rules, eleven rules f a cae varlaWes, twelve rules of note taking during 

constant compaison of data, and sevaal checklists to use with theaetical 

coding of g-ounded theay data. Otha theaists have attempted to provide 

instruction in g-ounded theay data analysis by discussing genaal concepts 

a listing steps In ttie process (Burns & Grove, 1993; Chenitz & Swanson, 

1986). 

Data analysis steps used in this study began with open coding, 

categay development, saturation, and linking of categaies, and the 

emagence of the cae vaiable desaibed by Glasa (1978). That analysis 

method was mae deariy explained by Burns & Grove (1993). Pea review 

and participant feedback wae employed to adck-ess Glasa and Strauss's 

aediWIity requirement of fit, work, and modlfiaWlity (Glasa & Strauss, 1967; 

PWit 8t Hungla. 1987). See TaWe 3.1 fa fijrtha dalfication of the steps. 

Open coding and category development. The Investigata transalbed 

each audiotape of the convasations with partidpants and reviewed the 

tapes and manuscripts fa erras. Each transcript was analyzed individually 

through open coding. Code wads or phrases from tiie narrative wae used 

to Identify inddents the data (Glasa. 1978). Through the constant 

compaative process, coded data wae continuously reviewed and 

compaed with all otha collected data f a simllaities (Burns & Grove, 1993). 
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TaWe 3.1 

Grounded Theay Analysis of Data 

1. Open Coding of Manusaipts 

a. Manusaipts ae reviewed line by line (Glasa, 1978). 

b. Passages are coded with wads taken from the manusaipts. 

2. Categay Development 

a. Through constant compaative process, similar code wads 

are combined into categaies (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

b. Theay begins as categaies are developed. 

3. Categay Saturation and Concept Development 

a. Categaies with common chaactaistics are combined. 

b. Chaacteristics of categaies are dear to reseacha. 

c. Definitions of categaies ae famed. Categaies become concepts. 

d. Theay development continues as concepts ae developed, 

e Data collection stops v>/hen no additional catgaies emerge. 

4. Pea Review [collabaative mode of Glasa & Strauss (1967)] 

Expaienced nurse reseacha reviews data and compaes 

findings with investigata (Dowd, 1991; Polit & Hungla, 1987). 
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TaWe 3.1 Continued 

5. Categay Reduction - Unking Catgaies 

a. Categories ae comWned when linkages ae discovaed. 

b. Contradictions between categaies ae examined. 

c. Hypotheses about the theay ae developed. 

6. Emagence of Cae Variable - Central Theme 

a. Analysis reveals how categaies ae related (Glasa, 1978). 

b. The cae vaiable desalbes the process unda discussion. 

7. Pertidpant Feedback [modlfiaWlity of Glasa & Strauss (1967)] 

a. Participants ae provided sum males of transaipts. 

b. Partidpant feedback Is incapaated into the stijdy f a aediWIity. 

8. Compaison with Selected Litaature 

a. Findings ae compaed with other reseach (Bums & Grove, 1993). 

b. Simllaities a diffaences ae discussed. 

9. Concept Modification and Integ-ation 

a. Modifications based on feedback and litaature ae completed. 

b. Cae voiaWe is linked to ottia concepts. Theay Is finalized. 
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Category saturation and concept development Categaies wae built 

up in density by comWning Items from ttie data ttiat showed common 

chaacteristics. As chaacteristics of the categories became dea to the 

reseacha. definitions wae famed, and the categaies became concepts. 

Data collection and constant analysis continued until no additional 

categories emaged (Bums & Grove. 1993; Chenltz & Swanson. 1986). 

Pea review. An expaienced nurse reseacha with knowledge of Ml. 

CABG. and PTCA reviewed and analyzed the data. Sevaal times during 

ttie analysis process, collabaation with the expaienced reseacha 

provided Insight into category development and concept famation (Glasa, 

1978; Kella. 1991; Pollt & Hungla, 1987). The expaienced reseacha 

discussed linkages f a comWning simila categaies. 

Categay reduction and linking. Categaies wae combined to avoid 

overiapping and compaed to the original data to detamine if they wae 

crudal to the developing theay (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). Theay 

developed as relationships between categories wae explaed (Glasa, 

1978; Kella. 1991). 

Emagence of cae variaWe. The concept most important to the 

emaging theay became the central theme a cae vaiaWe (Glasa & 

Strauss, 1967). The cae vaiaWe is easily linked with many ottia 
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categories because of ttie vaious types and dimensions of relationships that 

a e noted by review of ttie data. Inaeased av^aeness, the cae vaiable 

developed In ttiis study, described the process women lived ttirough as ttiey 

experienced heart attacks treated with angioplasty. The cae variaWe and 

Its relationships with otha categaies was compaed with the data to 

detamine otha possiWe relationships a explanations f a findings (Bums & 

Grove. 1993). 

Participant feedt>ack. A sample of four partidpants wae given 

sum males of their convasations listing the cae valaWe inaeased 

awaeness and the four maja concepts (Dowd, 1991; Kella, 1991; Van 

Dongen. 1990). All four provided feedback to the Investigata to confirm a 

darify concepts. That feedback was Integ-ated into the study findings to 

provide aediWIity to the study (Pollt & Hungla, 1987). 

Comparison with litaature. The finalized theay was compaed with 

findings from ottia reseach studies. Simllaities in categaies and 

drtfaences in intapretations wae noted (Burns & Grove, 1993). 

Implications f a nursing cae wae developed (Brink & Wood, 1989). 

Concept modification and integ-ation. Partidpant feedback was 

incorpaated Into ttie study to furtha refine the categaies and cae vaiable. 

Howeva, afta compalsons with selected litaature wae completed, no 
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adjustments wae made to the cae vaiable and concepts. The relationship 

between the cae vaiaWe and the four maja concepts was finalized by the 

investigata. 

Protection of Human Subjects 

Famal consent fams wae presented to the participant f a signatures 

befae the convasation and recading began. Afta transaipts of the audio 

recadings wae prepaed, the tapes wae destroyed to protect the 

partidpanfs Identity as agreed to on the consent fams. Partidpant names 

did not appea on the transaipts. Code numbas wae assigned to each 

transaipt, and the list of code numbas and participant names was kept on 

file by the investigata. Participants wae free to laminate the convasations 

and their Involvement in the study at any time. Their choice regading 

participation In the study did not affect their cae from any healthcae 

provida a hospital. 

Risks and Benefits to Partidpants 

Some women who chose to participate found that remembering their 

heart attacks and angioplasties was an emotional expaience. Thaapeutic 

benefits of the convasations may have Induded self-aganization of 
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ttioughts and feelings, an opportunity to tell their stales, and the complete 

attention of a healthcae professional who was Intaested In their 

paceptions (Mase, 1991). One partidpant responded in ha feedback, tiiat 

In the tfiree weeks since ha intavlew. "I don't think about it like I did. even 

since you've been hae. If s kind of receeding from my mind." 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Inlrodiction 

Listening to the stories of women who have expaienced heart attacks 

%-eated with angioplasty resulted in a wealth of infamation too immense f a 

this investigata to fully evaluate. The narrative accounts of their 

experiences revealed physical sensations, pasonal thoughts, and feelings 

which wae tWd in a way that revealed their efforts to undastand and find 

meaning In those occurrences. 

This chapta presents chaactaistics of the particlp>ants, facts about 

their retum to wak status, and success rates of ttieir cadiac interventions. 

Data collection is described, and analysis methods ae explained and 

illustrated. Comparisons of this study's findings with significant litaature is 

done throughout the presentation of data. The cae variaWe Is presented, 

and its relationship to common expaiences of women who have had 

myocadlal infactions treated with angioplasty is desaibed In detail. Afta 

presentation of the findings, the reseach questions ae answaed. 
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Partidpant Chaactaistics 

Demoaaohic infamation. All nine of the women partidpating in the 

study wae Anglo. Their ages ranged from 48 to 79 yeas. Eight of the 

partidpants wae married, one was divaced, and all wae mottias. None 

of the partidpants had small child-en a elderiy paents who lived at home. 

One subject's husband was an invalid who lived at home. Anotha subject 

lived alone since ha husband was placed In a nursing home. One of the 

women had an eighteen-yea-Wd daughta who lived at home. All of the 

women had lived in West Texas fa at least ten yeas, and six had resided in 

West Texas f a ova twenty yeas. 

Time since Ml and PTCA. The time lapse between the myocadial 

Infaction and angioplasty and the Intaviews ranged from eleven weeks to 

seven yeas. Four of the women had Ml and PTCA within the past six 

months, and three had their expaiences with heart attack and angioplasty 

less ttian four yeas ago. Two of the participants had undagone those 

events mae than six yeas ago. 

Employment status. Each of ttie partidpants had been employed 

outside of the home at some time. Five of the women wae retired befae 

they had Ml and PTCA. Two retirees wae fama school teachas. One 

was a seaetay. anotha was a grain-buya. and one was a physical 
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ttiaapist. Of ttie four who wae waking befae Ml and PTCA. all returned to 

wak. All who retijmed to woric reduced the numba of hours worked each 

week. This finding correlates with previous reseach showing llttie change 

In work status among patients who had undagone PTCA (Cleay et al.. 

1991). One woman reduced ttie amount of time she had to stand and walk 

to complete ha job. Mickus (1986) reported ttiat 75% of women who have 

myocadial Infactions return to wak but ae less active. 

Two of those who retumed to work own small businesses, and the otha 

two ae nurses. Allen (1990) detamined that those with an economic need 

to work and those who wae mae highly skilled wae mae likely to return to 

wak afta caonay artay bypass g-aft surgay. Howeva, one nurse with a 

sevaely compromised cadiac effectiveness reported by ha cadiac 

ejection fraction of 28% chose to return to wak In a busy dinic which is in 

opposition to Allen's findings that those with strenuous jobs and Iowa 

ejection fractions ae less likely to return to wak (Allen. 1990). 

Physidans of the partidpants. All of the partidpants wae treated by 

male physidans. Their cadiWogists wae all membas of ttie same g-oup 

practice. The subjects mentioned twenty-eight diffaent male physicians 

who had treated ttiem. Only three of ttie physidans wae mentioned by 

mae than one subject. 
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Success of Angioplasty. Since myocadial infaction and angioplasty, 

four of the women have had additional angioplasty a caonay artay 

bypass graft surgery. One required emagency CABG surgay immediately 

afta angioplasty. Anotha woman had CABG surgay two yeas afta the 

Initial Ml and PTCA. Two of the participants had successful angioplasties 

f a two yeas befae requiring subsequent PTCA. One of ttiose women has 

had three angioplasties, and the otha has had six angioplasty procedures 

perfamed by diffaent physicians during the past six yeas. All of the 

subjects' angioplasty procedures wae perfamed by diffaent cadiologlsts. 

This sample's success rates ae not typical of the puWIshed angioplasty 

success rates of 75% afta five yeas (Atkins et al.. 1989; Wenga & 

Hellastein, 1992). One participant suffaed restenosis and myocadial 

infaction requiring emagency PTCA afta an angioplasty procedure 

perfamed twelve hours ealia. Results of some recent studies published in 

1993 do not provide long-tam vessel patency statistics, but Indicate that 

patency rates afta successful PTCA ae unchanged six months afta the 

procedures (Grines et al., 1993). Four of the five who have required no 

furtha procedures had their angioplasties done less than six months ago. 

Three of the four who required subsequent procedures afta their Initial 

angioplasty expressed disappointment at the need f a furtha PTCA a 
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CABG surgay. Subjects' comments induded. "I was disappointed when I 

had to have It again. I ttiought ttiat was It. But It wasn't." "That wasn't what I 

wanted to hea." "I'm going to ttiink about ttiis befae I go and do anyttiing 

else. It just wasr^X It just floaed me." "He ttiought he had done it and he 

thought it would hold." "My veins wae just too small and it just wouldn't 

work." one subject lamented. 

Data Collection 

Intaviews wae conducted ova a seven week paiod of time. Each 

woman chose to meet in ha home fa the intavlew. The time length of the 

recaded convasations was between 50 and 130 minutes. Some 

participants spent time during the recaded intavlew discussing family 

events and hobWes unrelated to the Ml and PTCA, and othas made 

Intaesting comments about their expaiences of Ml and PTCA afta the 

famal convasation ended and the tape recada was turned off. 

Data Analvsis 

Open coding. Audio tape recadings of each interview wae 

transalbed by the investigata and checked f a erras a omissions. Afta 

each transcript was prepaed. the investigata reviewed It and through open 
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coding, marked passages of dialogue v̂ nth code wads frequentiy taken from 

the manuscript. The code wads, friend was advocate, wae use to desaibe 

a passage explaining the actions of one subject's friend who was present 

during ttie Ml and PTCA. 

She just kind of became my mediata and advocate during all ttiis. She 
went in the cath lab and said "I know this pason. Take good cae of 
ha." You know, and she was always thae f a me. 

Categay development. The coded passages wae compaed to 

simila codes and comWned to fam categaies. The code wads, turned It 

ova to daughta. wae used to describe one woman's actions during heart 

attack and angioplasty. 

I just turned It to ha, and I was aWe to , just kind of to relax to It. and let 
them do whateva needed to t>e done. Which was kind of, must have 
been my reaction to It. I just did whateva they said, whateva my 
daughta tWd them. well, i just left it that way. 

When the two codes, friend was advocate, and. tijmed It ova to daughta. 

wae compaed and found to be simila. The two codes wae comWned into 

ttie categay. advocate present during events. 

Category saturation and concept development. Through ttie constant 

compaative process, each manuscript was seached to see If It contained 

categories simila to those In the otha transcripts a new categories that had 

not been previously mentioned. The categories wae continuously built up 
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by adding new pieces of manuscripts ttiat Illustrated ttie categories. When 

ttie definitions of a category became dea, It developed Into a concept. 

As new transcripts wae prepaed and compaed wrth ttie existing data, 

categories wrth common chaacteristics wae comWned. When no 

additional categories wae revealed, data collection stopped. The sixtti and 

seventti interviews provided data categories very simila to ttiose already 

obtained. Howeva. the eighth interview resurted in the famation of a new 

category, out-of-body experience, and estaWlshed linkage between some 

categories leading to the development of concepts. Analysis of the ninth 

interview revealed no new categories, so data collection ceased. 

Peer review. An expaienced nurse reseacha wrth an intaest in Ml. 

PTCA. and CABG reviewed the manuscripts and confirmed many of the 

categories developed by the Investigata (Glasa & Strauss. 1967). She 

provided insight to the fact that arthough sevaal of the partidpmnts had only 

Incorpaated minimal lifestyle changes In diet and exadse afta Ml and 

PTCA. all had developed an inaeased awaeness of possiWe contributing 

factas to heart disease. 

The experienced nurse reseacha discussed that the categories of diet 

since Ml. designed own exadse program, seek out mae Infamation about 

heart disease, and developed own plans f a procedures could be linked 
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unda the concept of becoming one's own case managa. During pea 

review, the categories and concepts wae compaed to the data to detamine 

relationships to otha developing concepts. 

Category reckjction and linking categories Categories from ttie data 

wae comWned wheneva linkages between ttie categaies wae 

discovaed. thaeby reckjdng the lage numba of categories. Categaies 

descriWng partidpants' reports of family histay of heart attack, smoking, 

overweight, reports of stress, and describes self as Type A pasonallty, wae 

linked Into the category, seach fa etiology of heart attack. 

Review of the data revealed statements subjects made indicating tiiat 

they wae aware of heart disease risk factas in their lives pria to Ml and 

wondaed about the relationship of those risk factas to their heart attack. 

Clean Wll of health except f a my triglycerides and chWestaol. slightiy 
elevated, and I knew that and had already been working. I'd been on 
an exadse prog-am f a about six months, and I had, everyday at noon, 
I had walked f a atxHJt forty-five minutes, and I'd been on between a 
thousand and twelve huncft-ed calales all this time, which I'd been on 
f a I doni know who many yeas, but I had at that point really been 
eliminating fat. and had gotten down to pretty much a vegetarian diet 
wrth high fiba, and I had been taking fish oil f a like two or three yeas 
befae that, because I knew from the Wda cousin In the family what 
was going on and I really did need to work on rt. And. I really just could 
not budge the weight. I think that's one reason I started smoking again. 

These statements came from the categay. defends ha lifestyle befae heart 

attack, which was compaed back to the original data and finally comWned 
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witti the categay. suspected she was at risk f a Ml. to fam the concept, 

seach f a ttie causality of heart attack. 

Emagence of cae vaiaWe The analysis process was challenging 

due to the enamous volume of ova ttiirteen hours of dialogue and the 

Intensrty of ttie manuscripts. The Investigata followed Glasa's advice to 

enta the reseach aea wrth as few predetamlned Ideas as possiWe in 

a d a to remain sensrtlve to ttie data (Glasa. 1978). During analysis of the 

mataial, the Investigata spent many hours mentally immased in ttie data, 

constantiy compaing each transcript to the othas, until the relationships 

between categaies began to develop and the cae vaiable, Inaeased 

awaeness, emaged. The cae vaiaWe. inaeased awaeness, was a 

categay which had been related to many otha categories on sevaal 

drtfaent levels. 

Participant feedback. Summaries of the convasations wae provided 

to four of the participants with significant categaies identified. Partidpants 

wae asked if they ag-eed wrth the cae variaWe. inaeased awaeness, as rt 

descrit>ed the process of experiendng a heart attack treated wrth 

angioplasty. The developing concepts: (a) absence of typical chest pain as 

a symptom of heart attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

advocacy, (c) the seach f a the causalrty of the heart attack, and 
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(d) transfamation into one's own case managa wae presented. The four 

partidpants responded and confirmed that the concepts accurately 

represented their expaiences. 

Two agreed specifically wrth the tamindogy f a the trust vasus mistrust 

of cae-givas based on advocacy. All partidpants provided mae dialogue 

during ttie feedback process to darify ttie concepts. One (partidpant 

elabaated upon the importance of the role of an advocate. "You can't be an 

advocate f a yourself. You ae p>hyslcally tied down and emotionally tied 

down. You need an advocate paving the way unless you have a long 

history wrth your physician." 

Compaison with selected Irtaature. The final step In analysis using a 

g-ounded theay ap)proach was compaison of this study's findings with 

selected litaature (Bums & Grove. 1993). Studies which exjp\oredi the 

expaiences of women who had Ml treated wrth angioplasty wae not found. 

Howeva, reports of a telephone survey of 1200 males and females who had 

undagone PTCA provided genaal impressions about paceptions of 

physical and emotional well-being, paceived health, home-management, 

work, reaeation. and social fijnctioning (Cleay et al., 1991). Two g-ounded 

theay studies of women wrth Ml and men and women who had CABG wae 

avallaWe f a comparison wrth this Investigata's findings and a e discussed 
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in this document. Many studies involving patients who had undagone Ml, 

CABG, a PTCA and their recovery processes wae reviewed. 

Johnson and Mase (1990) used g-ounded theay In intavlewing 

seven men and seven women who had expaienced myocadial infaction. 

They developed a process of adjustment afta Ml which incapaated four 

stages of regaining a sense of pasonal control. In stage one, defending 

oneself, the partidpant attempted to namalize the symptoms of Ml and 

distanced themselves from events. Stage two. coming to tams. involved 

fadng one's mortalrty and making sense out of the heart attack. Infamants 

In stage two faced their (^ysical limrtatlons and (banned fa the future. In 

stage three, leaning to live. Infamants attempted to re-establish their roles. 

Partidpants in stage four, living again, accepted and attained mastery ova 

their lives a abandoned the struggle (Johnson & Mase. 1990). 

Kella (1991) used grounded theay to study eight men and one woman 

who had caonay artay byî ass g-aft surgay but had not expaienced a 

heart attack. She Identified the process of seeking namalcy which was 

chaactaized by stages of surviving, restaing. and being fixed. During the 

surviving stage, infamants faced a fea of dying, a fea of the incompetence 

of provjdas. and the endurance of worthwhile suffaing. During the 

restoring stage, subjects achelved namalcy by changing behavlas and 
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valuing support. In ttie final stage of being fixed. Infamants felt lucky ttiat 

surgery had repaired ttieir hearts, and they could achieve a namal state. 

Findings of these studies and othas which deal with specific aspects of the 

expaiences of men and women who have had Ml. CABG, a PTCA wae 

compaed wrth this investigator's findings. 

Concept modification and integration. Compaing ttie findings from 

this reseach study wrth otha related reseach results helped to confirm the 

fit of this investigata's finding of inaeased awaeness during the process of 

trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy, the seach f a 

causality, and the transfamation Into one's own case managa. Integration 

of the feedback provided by participants dalfied the concepts of trust, 

mistrust, and advocacy. The cae vaiaWe, Inaeased awaeness, was 

detamined to relate wrth four maja concepts: (a) absence of typical chest 

pain as a symptom of heart attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas 

based on advocacy, (c) seach f a the causalrty of heart attack, and (d) 

transfamation Into one's own case managa. 

Presentation of ttie Care VaiaWe and Concepts 

Inaeased Awaeness is the cae variaWe. the process of expaiences 

of women who have had myocadial infactions treated wrth angioplasty. 
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Four maja concepts a e linked to the cae vaiable Inaeased Awaeness. 

1. Absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack. 

2. Trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy. 

3. Seach f a ttie causality of heart attack. 

4. Transfamation into one's own case managa. 

During analysis of the convasations wrth women who have 

expaienced myocadial Infaction treated wltti angioplasty four maja 

concepts wae developed which wae linked with the cae vaiaWe of 

inaeased awaeness. Women in this study frequentty lacked typical chest 

F)ain as a symptom of heart attack. All participants rejxrted valations of 

trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based u(>on advocacy. During and 

following the heart attack and angioplasty, partidpants desaibed many 

occurrences of Inaeased awaeness in the seach fa causality of the 

myocadial infaction and in becoming one's own case managa. As four 

maja concepts and some mina concepts ae presented, compalsons of 

resurts from otha studies ae Induded. 

Inaeased Awaeness 

Definition of cae vaiaWe. The cae valaWe Is the focus of the study. 

It Is the process which desalbes the expaiences of women who have had 
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heart attacks treated witti angioplasty. Glasa (1978) desaibed ttie cae 

variaWe as being related to many categaies on vaious levels and 

dimensions. The relationships witti ottia categaies ae meaningful, easily 

apparent, and ae not faced. The cae vaiable represents ttie ttieaetical 

analysis of ttie data (Glasa. 1978). 

Inaeased awaeness Is a theaetical concept that as the cae variable, 

represents a two-part process. It Indicates a change in women befae thelr 

heart attacks and afta Ml and PTCA. It desalbes a movement from a state 

of awaeness to a state of Inaeased awaeness which Is demonstrated In 

the data. 

Findings from this stiJdy. Participants mentioned ways in which their 

lives had changed since the Ml and PTCA. Some of the changes wae 

because they wae mae awae of the fragility of life. "I think once 

something ha(5pens to your heart, you realize, ttiaf s your whole txxjy. 

That's evaything about you, you know. And I think that rt just gives you a 

drtfaent outtook." Inaeased awaeness maked their actions as they 

sought aeas In which to deaease ttieir heart attack risk fa the future. 

Inaeased awaeness also described changes in pasonal relationships and 

attitudes from befae the heart attack to afta the Ml and PTCA. 
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R»latiPn$hiP wrth absence of tvWcal chest pain as a symptom of heart 

flttadL. Sevaal partidpants wae aWe to reflect back on atypical anginal 

symptoms that wae present befae Ml and now with inaeased awaeness 

realize ttiat they wae having pain related to cadiac vessel Wockage. One 

woman looked back at an episode of exertional dyspnea and saw tiiat It was 

related to ha subsequent heart attack. 

And tills was befae I had my heart attack. I'd take rt ova ttiae, this was 
In Decemba. befae I had my heart attack In Februay. and I rode ttiat 
Irttle plane ova thae. It didn't botha me ova ttiae. but when I came 
back ttiat day. Boy, I couldn't, I really couldn't breattie like I needed to In 
the plane. And when I got off, you know you get off that little tiling, and 
you v/alk up to that, and you dimb up all those stairs. I'd have to stop at 
the top of each stair thing, befae I could go on to the next one. And 
then. I got up thae. and had to. they wae doing all that wak. and I had 
to walk aound. you know, to that private (5lace, and I thought I wouldn't 
make rt. I finally did, but I sat down fa fifteen minutes a mae befae I 
could even go ask about my jDlane. 

Anotha woman remembaed symptoms she had not responded to befae 

ha heart attack, but was awae of when thinking of ha Ml and PTCA. 

The way mine started, ttie week befae was when I was d-iving my 
husband to the docta in Lubbock. And I was hurting terrlWe aaoss the 
upper part of my shouldas and down. And I was having some pain in 
the heart and some in the am. but I just thought rt was because I was 
cfc-lving evay day to (crty) and thae was a tension and this and that. 
And, so I really didn't even consida anyttiing like a heart attack. 

Now. looking back with inaeased awaeness on that event, she 

acknowledges the pain was related to ha heart. Afta realizing that 

symptoms such as shortness of breath, chest pain, shoulda pain, a am 
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pain could mean proWems with ha heart, one participant who had an 

absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack remaked, "I will 

neva. eva deny a hurt in my am a chest a anything again." 

Relationship with trust vasus mistrust of cae-aivas based on 

advocacy. Some partidpants realized afta tiieir heart attacks that tiieir cae-

givas had done an excellent job In providing f a their needs. One woman 

who had to go through two angioplasties had an inaeased awaeness of the 

skill and tenacity necessary to open Wocked caonay artales. "I will be 

etanally g-ateful to that man f a sticking with me and getting ttiat artay to 

stay open." 

Anotha woman changed cadiologlsts afta ha heart attack because 

with an inaeased awaeness, she believed that ha symptoms of heart 

disease wae not ad(tessed until afta tiie heart attack. She still sees ha 

family docta who refen-ed ha to ttie cadlologist and has continued to 

display concan f a ha healthcae. 

It took tiiem so long to dedde that I had any proWems with my heart. 
(Docta) sent me ova to the cadidogist three yeas befae I had this, 
because I was having what seemed to be hypertension. And I had 
neva had any high Wood pressure. It had always been very, vay 
namal. And he sent me ova ttiae, well, ttiey. the docta just couldn't 
find anyttiing wrong and he seemed to ttilnk. okay youYe doing too 
much but I knew. I fert all the time This is not what ttiis Is.' And I 
tried to tell him ttiat everybody in my family had heart problems. 
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Even though she did not feel that the cadlologist was responding to ha as 

an advocate because she was having to convince him of ha cadiac risk, 

she did not change doctas until afta ha heart attack during a time of 

inaeased awaeness. 

Relationship wrth seach f a ttie causalrty of heart attack. All 

partidpants vdunteaed infamation about Irtestlye changes they have made 

since their heart attacks. All discussed low-fat diets and mentioned vaying 

deg-ees of monrtaing their fat intake. One woman had an awaeness of 

possible causes of heart disease befae ha heart attack and was taking 

medication to Iowa ha cholestad. She was awae that being overweight 

was hamful to ha cadiac healtii and had been on a diet f a four months 

pria to ha heart attack. Since ha Ml, she displayed intaest in a television 

prog-am atx)ut ways to reduce heart disease risks. 

By the way, we wae watching tiiat prog-am on (TV station) about that 
(docta) at the (univaslty) and the four men that he took f a his first, oh, 
I don't want to call rt experiment, his first trial. You know, in changing 
ttieir lifestyle. I couldn't. If I had somebody cooking f a me, I might be 
aWe to do that vegetaian. And I don't eat that much meat, and rt 
requires a g-eat deal of planning, to do something like tiiat, because 
with those men, they exadse all day, and they do an hour of 
medrtation. of yoga. 

Ha Intaest In (X)S8lWe causes of heart disease and methods to reduce risk 

factas does not translate Into changed behavia; howeva, she does display 

an Inaeased awaeness. 
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One partidpant had been awae of ha cholestaol befae ha heart 

attack three months ago, but has an inaeased awaeness of rt now. "My 

chdestaW's come down. Of course I take a pill, and have since Decemba. 

but I also watch my fat. mae so ttian I eva did. and so. all I can do Is just 

hope ttiat I do rt right." She had been taking medication fa high cholestaol 

ttree monttis befae ha Ml. 

One partidpant has planned a lifestyle change because of Inaeased 

awaeness about the possiWe negative effects of stress afta ha heart 

attack. "I'm not going to have ttie kind of toxic workload ttiat I've had f a the 

past fifteen yeas." Anottia offen-ed. "I have pushed back a llttie and 

considaed some of tills can wait til tomorrow." One partidpant spoke of ha 

inaeased awaeness since ha heart attack of the need fa relaxation. "It 

does make you a Irttle mae awae of life, and of how you need to be treated, 

a treat yourself really." Anotha spoke of needing to deaease some of ha 

activrtles. 'If s just that I have dedded that I need to, to be able to devote a 

Irttie mae time to myself, instead of to these otha. you know." She has an 

Inaeased awaeness of ha own needs now afta ha heart attack. 

Relationship wrth transfamation Into one's own case managa. One 

woman wrth inaeased awaeness of ha hearthcae needs was sensitive to 

the lack of concan exhibrted by ha docta. 
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I would talk to (docta) about the fifteen g-ams of fat and the vegetaian 
diet and he said. 'Well. I wouldn't botha if I wae you.' I mean he didn't 
want to discuss dietay changes and I kept saying as a patient, "I'm 
going to try and do a real holistic approach to all of this." He just didn't 
want to be bottiaed. He didn't want to talk about vitamin E. He didn't 
want to talk about any of ttiese ttilngs. and thaf s when I realized. "This 
guy's not going to help me at all." 

This passage also indicates a mistrust of ha cae-glva based on ttie fact 

that he was not behaving as ha advocate. She selected a new physician 

whom she believed held ttie same philosophy of healthcae that she did. 

Relationships wrth otha categaies. One category was titied, joy of 

living, which seemed to desaibe the inaeased awaeness one woman felt 

afta ha heart attack. 

I can rememba the first maning I got up to have breakfast, and I sat 
down at tiiat table, and I had shredded wheat with a sprinkle of Equal 
on rt and, and I was so focused that the girttay design of the Equal on 
the shredded v^eat became this, mind expaience, and I thought, I sat 
thae just staing at this. If s like evaytiiing is so intense. I thought, 
'Gee, tills can't go on. I'm neva going to get anyttiing done.' It was like 
that. Evaytiiing was like that. I had a friend take me to the g-ocay 
stae. It was tiie most beautiful place in the whde wald. The row of 
vegetaWes just, the colas, the comWnations of colas and the shaf>es 
and the textures, and watching all tiiese people go by. My senses wae 
so heightened at this point. 

She was keenly awae of ha sunroundings. Ha intaactions wrth the 

environment so impressed ha that she can rememba vivid details. 

Anotha categay. life will neva be the same, was linked with inaeased 

awaeness. The link indicated one (Daception of life that had changed 
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ttrough an Inaeased awaeness brought on by ttie Ml. Three partidpants 

told of an inaeased awaeness that their lives wae changed, alttiough the 

Inaeased awaeness did not resurt In their paceptions ttiat life would be 

good afta ttieir heart attacks. "I still feel like I have seen ttie face of God. and 

my We will neva be ttie same." "My life will neva be ttie same, and I'll have 

to live like ttiis the rest of my Irte." 

The category, fert lucky, was linked witti the cae vaiable, Inaeased 

awaeness. This linkage implied a change In the partidpants' paceptions of 

ttieir future afta ttieir Ml and PTCA compaed witti heart attack without 

successful intavention. Thae is an implied contrast from looking at a life 

with a heart attack as being unlucky to tiieir statements of feeling lucky 

because events could have turned out diffaently. 

All but two of the participants reported feeling lucky, because of an 

inaeased awaeness afta Ml. "And I was lucky that rt was not, that I didn't 

have, you know, sometiiing. some really bad damage to my heart. I think I 

was lucky." "I thought, 'Well, I'll do betta than daddy.' Things have come so 

much fartha in reseach. . . . I guess I've been lucky." While at a friend's 

funaal recentiy. one partidpant reported thinking. "God, that could have 

been me five months, four months ago. And I have a lot to be thankful fa." 

Anotha partidpant noted, "I think that I was real lucky." The two partidpants 
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who admrtted feeling depressed did not talk of feeling lucky afta their heart 

attacks. 

Compaison with liter^t^'e Johnson and Mase (1990) desaibed how 

subjects in their study wae mae awae of physical cues of fatigue afta their 

heart attacks. Subjects mentioned being awae of behavlas ttiat ttiey fert 

caused Ml and of being "very consdous" of new ways to deaease their heart 

attack risks (Johnson & Mase. 1990). Kella (1991) indicated ttiat subjects 

reported an inaeased appredation of friends and family and of feeling lucky. 

Allen (1990) reported that four yeas afta CABG, 75 out of 100 patients 

reported substantial Improvement in the ovaall pleasure of Irte. A study of 

1200 patients who had undagone PTCA measured health-related quality of 

Irte by comWning sevaal scales of physical and psychosocial functioning 

questionnaires. The findings Indicated an improved level of healtii 

functioning, but did not mention specific attrtude changes a inaeased 

awaeness (Cleay et al., 1991). 

Partidpant feedback. The youngest (participant in the study challenged 

the cae vaiaWe, inaeased awaeness. She intapreted the process of 

looking at the physical aspects of life and making plans f a the future as 

being gven a second chance. Howeva. review of the data did not support 

the second chance concept among participants who wae dda and saw 
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ttieir lives as fragile. "I realize how frail your life can be. I mean. If s fragile. 

You can be hae, like that (snaps fingas) and gone. That really has been 

brought home to me." 

One woman interpreted ttie inaeased awaeness on a spiritual level. 

She described how cadiac patients neva know how much time they have 

left In ttie wald. She told of vduntea wak that she does. 

We do deliva meals on wheels and afta this happened to me, I 
thought, now ttiae's some, God evidentiy saved me fa something but 
what? and I really feel that I should do something mae worthwhile wrth 
my Irte than what I'm doing, but I don't know what rt is. 

Anotha partidpant during the feedback process agreed tiiat she was mae 

awae of evaything since the Ml and responded that "I realize how fortunate 

I am." The fourth partidpant asked fa feedback stated she ag-eed with the 

concepts, but did not addess the cae vaiaWe spedflcally. 

Sum may of inaeased awaeness. Throughout the narratives, 

linkages wae found between the cae valaWe of Inaeased awaeness and 

otha concepts. The relationships between inaeased awaeness and the 

otha categaies occun-ed easily. The emagence of Inaeased awaeness 

as the cae vaiaWe explained the process women live through as they 

exper\er\ce heart attacks treated wrth angioplasty. 

Arthough the concept of inaeased awaeness was not dealy defined 

In otha reseach studies, some subjects wae mae av/ae of ways to 
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deaease heart attack risk (Johnson & Mase. 1990). Kella's subjects 

expressed appredation f a relationships and admitted to feeling lucky which 

was simila to ttie reports of feeling lucky In ttiis study (Kella, 1991). Three 

partidpants who provided feedback on the cae vaiable offaed support f a 

the concept and provided confirmaWlity. The cae vaiable of Inaeased 

awaeness related well wrth the otha categaies and desaibed the 

phenomenon unda study. 

Absence of Typical Chest Pain as a Symptom 
of Heart Attack 

Definition of typical symptoms. The dassical presentation of 

myocadial infaction is crushing chest pain which is often desaibed as 

heavy, aching pressure unda the stanum wrth (x>sslWe radiation of pain to 

the ams a Iowa jaw. This sensation of an enamous weight pressing down 

upon tiie chest Is frequentiy accompanied by shortness of breath, sweating, 

nausea, vomrting, and fainting (Gash & Rahimtoola, 1991). 

Presentations of subjects. Five of the nine participants denied chest 

pain as a symptom of their heart attacks. They described a vaiety of otha 

symptoms induding left am pain, jaw pain, pain below the shoulda Wade, 

nausea, and vomrting. Only ttree of tiie women intaviewed f a tills study 

reported dassical Ml symptoms of chest pain a pressure. One partidpant 
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experienced ha heart attack afta PTCA was done to relieve atypical 

anginal symptoms of left am pain wrthout chest pain. 

Nausea and aojectile vomrting One woman had an angioplasty done 

eariy In the morning to relieve a Wocked right caonary artery. Lata that 

evening in the aitical cae unrt. she had no chest pain as a symptom of ha 

evdving Ml as the artery reocduded. 

It was just projectile vomrting. and I mean I hadn't even eaten that 
much. I don't know whae tills was coming from a what rt was, I was so 
sick, and that was when I started experiendng pain, and rt wasn't in my 
chest, rt was going right up my neck to my jaw. My jaw fert like rt was 
locked shut. 

Left am pain. One partidf>ant ex(5aienced pain In the left faeam, but 

continued ha dally activrtles until tiie discomfort faced ha to seek help. 

I had a pressure in the Iowa part of my am down towad my wrist, 
and I didn't think anytiiing about rt. too much. I thought rt was vay 
uncomfortable. But, and then I got up, and my am kind of hurt up hae 
[pdnts to uppa am] and like they say. you deny all this, and so I just 
went on wrth my business. I didn't go to church a Sunday school, 
and i tWd my husband i didn't really feel like rt, but I cooked and I did 
things, and I even went to the g-ocay stae about noon. I thought, 
"I cani write ttiis check." And I thought, "Now this is somettiing wrong." 
and my am was just killing me. . . . They [paamedics] kept saying, 
"When your chest hurt." And. I said, "No, my am." It just felt like I 
could just tea rtoff." 

ComWnation of atypical symptoms. When a heart attack Is not 

accompanied by chest pain and presents atyplcally, tiie diagnosis of 

myocadial infaction becomes mae difficurt (Gash & Rahimtoola, 1991; 
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Uretsky et al.. 1977). One participant who was a nurse sought advice from 

ha physidan husband as she treated ha atypical heart attack symptoms 

with sevaal medications she had at home. Afta six hours of no relief, she 

develoF>ed undeniable chest pain. 

That maning. I got up ealy. . . but, I really ddn't feel vay good and I 
had some indgestion. . . . I took some Maalox. . . . It just kind of seemed 
like rt was a prog-esslve thing that I kept having this epigastric distress, 
and I had some darrhea and some abdominal aamp>ing which again, 
confirmed to me that you know, this was a Gl disturbance, although this 
[motions aaoss chest from side to side] epigastric pain was steady the 
whole time, and rt was, felt kind of like a hearttxjrn, but rt was not 
remitting at all. like heartburn kind of comes and goes, and rt just stayed 
thae. . . .1 have some old Pro-Banthine [treatment fa peptic uica a 
BTltable bowel] hae from a long time ago. some I had, so I took some of 
that, and that really didn't seem to do much otha than to make my 
mouth d-y. And my husband suggested. "Well, you really ae kind of 
overwrought about this trip and all." [he] said. "Do we have any sort of 
tranquiliza?". . . . It was some kind of Librium product. Anyway, I took 
that and that kind of made me a little stu(5id feeling. . . . and I had been 
having trouWe with this left shoulda, and rt continued to be achy. . . . 
this pain In the epigastric went all the way through to the back, and rt 
really was a kind of baing sort of pain. And so, I was mae distressed, 
and the mae uncomfortaWe I became, the mae cigaettes I smoked 
tiiat day.... Then as the day went on. by about two o'clock I said, 
"You know, I really am sick. I've got bad chest pain. Whae Is your 
nrtroglycalne?" 

When she arrived at the hosjDrtal. she fert as rt a truck wae sitting on ha 

chest. Ha heart muscle was sevaely damaged and resulting cadiac 

function was compromised as shown by ha reported cadac ejection 

fraction of 28% afta myocadial Infaction. 
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Left scapula aea pain. One woman compaed ha symptoms with ha 

son's heart attack symptoms. 

I haven't eva fert like a heart attack ttiat most people have, this toriWe. 
you know, my son has had a heart attack befae I dd. And his was, just 
all of a sudden lots of audal pain. . . but his was dffaent from mine. . . . 
It started in my back, right below my shoulda Wade. 

Jaw pain- One partidpant wrth insulin-dependent debates 

expaienced atyiDlcal symptoms of jaw pain without chest pressure a pain. 

"I rememba crying in the night, telling them 'my jaw, my jaw.' So they give 

[sic] me maphine and rt got rid of that." She suspected a myocadial 

Infaction without chest pain, and ha physician transfenred ha to anotha 

hospital f a emagency angioplasty. 

Comparison wrth Irtaature. Johnson and Mase (1990) refxxled that 

their infamants wrth atypical symptoms of a heart attack feaed admrtting 

that their symptoms might be saious and instead attributed them to common 

mina Illnesses such as food poisoning a a pulled muscle. The conclusion 

of that study was that the infamants tried to namalize the symptoms In an 

effort to regain a sense of pasonal contrd (Johnson & Mase. 1990). 

Lrtaature suggests that eldaly and dabetic patients commonly 

present witii atypical symptoms of heart attack (Gash & Rahimtoola, 1991, 

Uretsky et al.. 1977)). Howeva the findngs of this study do not seem to link 

age with symptoms of myocadal infaction. Of the three participants who 
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expaienced dassical chest pain symptoms at the time of their heart attacks, 

two wae ova 70 and one was 63 yeas old. 

Five of the nine partidpants intaviewed had atypical presentations 

wrthout chest pain. Lrtaatijre reports that approximately 25% of patients 

wrth acute myocadal Infaction present without dassical. crushing chest 

F>aln a pressure arthough no dffaences wae ref̂ orted based on the 

genda of ttie patient (Uretsky et al.. 1977). 

Partidpant feedt>ack. Only one of the four (partidpants provided with a 

sum may of the cae vaiable and concepts made addtional comments 

about the absence of chest pain as a symptom of heart attack. "I didn't even 

have a tightness. You know they say you get tiiis tightness In your chest. I 

neva dd have that." 

Sum may of absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart 

attack. Only three of the nine participants had typical chest pressure a 

(Dain as a sign of their heart attacks. Five of the subjects had vaious 

symptoms of jaw pain, projectile vomiting, left sca(Xila aea (̂ ain, left am 

pain, and a comWnation of symptoms of nausea, darrhea, and epigastric 

F)ain. These findngs a e dffaent than the reported 25% incidence of 

absence of chest pain as a symptom of Ml. The women who had an 

absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of Ml wae as young as 48 and 
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51 which Is contray to Irtaature reports of ttie eldaly being most likely to 

present wrthout chest pain as a symptom of heart attack. This findng Is 

significant and demands furtha reseach. 

Trust vasus Mistrust of Cae-givas Based on Advocacy 

Definition of trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas. Partidpants 

artanately reported instances In which they trusted their cae-givas and 

srtuations in which they fert mistrust of their cae-givas. Simila categaies 

that indcated incidents of trust in cae-givas proposed cae-giva 

chaactaistics of skill, qualifications, cae, and prompt attention. Refa to 

TaWe 4.1 f a a list of categories which wae linked to fam trust vasus 

mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy. 

As categaies wae linked, contradictions in the categaies began to 

develop. Manusaipt passages which had referred to dstrust and anga at 

cae-givas had been coded feeling that treatment was poa, feeling that 

signs and symptoms wae Ignaed. hurtful comments by nurse a docta. and 

refused replacement f a pasonal physidan. HyF>otheses began to develop 

to try to link categaies togetha. Questions wae referred back to the data. 

How could the same patldpant voice trust and mistrust of cae-givas? 

How does a pasonal relationship with the cae-giva relate to trust? 
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TaWe 4.1 

Categay Reduction and Linking Categaies 
Trust vasus Mistrust of Cae-givas 

Based on Advocacy 

Ovaall confidence in cae-givas Feeling g-ateful f a cae-givas 

HelpfijI comments by nurse Friendship v\nth docta 

Distrust of cae-givas Fert that treatment was poa 

Hurtful comments by nurse a docta Refused replacement fa docta 

Advocate present during events Self as advocate 

Feeling that signs and symptoms wae missed or ignaed 

Questions asked during categay reduction 

How could the same subject voice trust and mistrust of cae-givas? 

Does trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas relate to advocate present during 
events? 

Does trust Involve spedfic cae-givas? 

Does a pasonal relationship with cae-glva relate to trust? 

Do partidpants doubt the qualifications of providas rt tiiey mistrust them? 

Does the age of the cae-giva relate? age of participant? 
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The link with advocacy The manusaipts Indcated ttiat trust In a cae-

glva occupred v^en the patient paceived that the cae-glva was ha 

advocate. An advocate supports, defends, and intacedes fa anotha. 

Even when partidpants dd not question the skill a qualifications of their 

cae-givas. mistrust was present rt the cae-giva dd not support ttie patient. 

Saying hurtful comments, ignoring symptoms, and not caing enough to 

become pasonally Involved in the patient's cae wae actions linked with 

mistrust of a cae-glva. The presence of a friend a family memba to 

support the patient as advocate dd not ins(5ire trust in the cae-givas. 

Satisfaction and trust in cae-givas was present when subjects paceived 

that tiie cae-giva was supportive and attentive to their needs. 

Ovaall confidence in cae-givas If the participant paceived that the 

cae-giva was ha advocate as demonstrated by prompt attention, cae, and 

support on ha behart, she trusted the cae-giva. "They got a docta thae, 

right away, and then rt was just kind of like, everyttiing was taken cae of." 

"I knew they [paamedcs] wae doing everything they could." "I can't say 

enough f a the nurses, and ttie people in the emagency room at (hospital)." 

I fert caed fa. I neva fert that I was getting less attention than I 
needed. I neva had to ask f a anything. I'm just. I had no wads to say 
what a good feeling you have when you feel wanted and caed fa, 
and I dd. 
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Two partidpants' reports of trust wae related to the belief that doctas 

wae advocates who wae skilled and present to cae fa them. "Dependng 

on my doctas and thinking ttiat they wae qualified. I wouldn't want just 

anyone doing rt." "That's what I went in thinking, that they know what they're 

doing. . . . They wae doing what was best f a me." "I really trust the doctas, 

and I think we have some good cadologists In (city) and we have good 

hospitals. .. . They'll take cae of me." 

Thaf s one thing I appreciated about this, evay time I would wake up 
and know anything, which was not a lot. eitha Dr. (name) a Dr. (name) 
would be in thae. So they really watched me. They really tried. 

These comments of trust f a cae-givas echo a sentiment that the docta 

caed f a them and was an advocate they could depend upon. 

Friendship wrth |>a$onal physidan. Two women relied on their 

pasonal physicians as their advocates. "He's a friend, as much a friend as 

a docta." The otha woman knew ha docta so well, that she called him by 

his first name. Howeva, she still fert apprehensive and mistrustful of staff 

membas during ha angioplasty. 

I was vay apprehensive about. , . what they wae doing . . . and being 
an in-chage nurse . . . I had to be pretty responsible in that room, I 
ttiought. to be sure to look ova. and that they dd their jobs right, you 
know, and so I was vay awae and In chage of what was going on. 
although I wasn't saying vay much. But I ttiought. "I've got to have my 
wits about me, because you just can't always trust all these people." 
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She began to relax afta ha docta yelled at a female memba of the staff. 

"And I thought. 'Well, he's in chage. so I'll just let him do his thing." She 

trusted ha cadWogist, but not ttie entire staff. 

Mistrust f a not taking svmptoms seriously During ttie months befae 

ha Ml, ttiis same woman fert that ha anginal symptoms wae missed by ha 

physidan. She had reported shoulda pain which she attributed to driving. 

Ha feet turned dak which was ex(:>lained as the way she was sitting. She 

saw a dentist f a pain that reminded ha of a tooth abscess. Ha docta could 

find no ea proWem to explain the baing pain in ha ea. 

And all this time. I'm talking wrth the intanist. you know about. "Gee, I 
sure have a lot of trouble." "Well, you really have. You got this ea, and 
now your tooth, and your shoulda." So, he just kind of went on and on. 
you know, the picture was just being painted out thae so dealy. 
now I can see. 

She suspected that she had a heart proWem and was told "Well, you're 

probaWy focusing on your heart because rt's just been a yea since (son) 

ded." She had to defend the saiousness of ha symptoms to ha docta. 

because he was not acting as ha advocate. Friends told ha not to ignae 

ha symptoms. She felt that she had no advocate In the medcal communrty. 

All these people that really dd not. wae not. medcal (people. They 
knew what was going on v̂ rth me. But. the medcal people certainly 
couldn't believe ttiat anyttiing was going on. 
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The eighth partidpant reported a mistrust of healthcae providas In a 

manna that strongly linked that mistrust wrth the fact that she felt no support 

during moments of uncertainty. She fert mistrust of cae-givas because 

they had not been advocates In the past. 

At this point, I'm pretty leay about having a lot of tests done. Maybe 
because having had, you know, sought help befae and not gotten 
anywhae. . . .1 kept looking f a somebody else to take cae of this f a 
me, and I'm sorry to say I don't think the medical profession does a vay 
good job of tiiat. 

When one participant exF)alenced anginal symptoms befae ha Ml, 

she ex{xessed anga and mistrust of ha docta f a not appreciating ha risk. 

I tried to tell him that evaybody in my family had heart proWems. I had 
lost a sista, a brotha, a daddy, and my younga sista had heart 
problems. My cousin and motha had had a [sic] heart attack [sic], and 
they wae both still alive. And I tried to tell him this. Well, I was a 
woman. You know, and he really paid no attention to rt. Well, one 
maning. I got up and I started to lift something and my left am wouldn't 
wak, and I called him and said. "Now tell me that I don't have anything 
wrong with my heart. Then I said. "Well, then whaf s wrong with my 
am?" and he said, "Well, get ova hae." 

Stress testing that aftanoon indcated blockage. Afta angioplasty the 

following day. the vessels re-stenosed causing cadiac arrest befae she 

was moved from the cath lab. She required CABG surgay on two vessels. 

She fert that ha caddogist had not caed enough to consida ha family 

histay as a risk f a Ml. Ha manna with him was defensive and full of anga 

because she dd not pacelve that he was ha advocate. 
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Praise vasus rejection of substitute fa pasonal physidan. One 

partidpant praised the dligence of a docta who was on call when ha 

docta was out of town. He showed skill, detamination. attentiveness, and 

cae. He was ha advocate. 

I just don't know of anyone who would try as had as that young man 
dd, and he finally got rt. And rt would hold a little bit, and then rt would 
dose again. And rt finally stayed. And he stayed wrth me. He stayed a 
long time afta. afta I came out of the cath lab. just to see that rt was 
waking. . . . He was vay attentive, vay attentive. 

Howeva, vî en anotha physician took cae of ha in ha docta's absence 

she was mistrusted him fa reasons she could not express. 

I hate to admrt rt. but I had famed an instant dislike to the young 
man. . . . I neva fert that way about any docta. because I was so 
grateful. I would neva let him, I guess I ought to be ashamed. But. if s 
your Irte! I mean, well, but I ddn't succeed in dismissing him, because 
he still came evay day. 

Both of the replacements fa ha pasonal cadlologist wae young doctas. 

One she had accepted and complimented his concan. but the otha she 

rejected. Age was not the facta in trust a mistrust, but what was diffaent? 

Family a friend as advocate. The presence of family a friends as 

advocates offaed comfort to partidpants. but did not promote trust in cae-

givas. One woman turned everything ova to ha daughta who filled the 

rWe of advocate. Anotha participant provided the investigata with the 

wad, advocate, during ha intavlew as she desaibed ha friend. 
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She just kind of became my mediata and advocate during all this. 
She went in the cath lab and said, "I know this pason. Take good 
cae of ha." You know, she was always thae fa me. Evay time 
I was in the cath lab. she was running aound. Just then, I dd feel like 
I had a medata. That seemed real Important to me, I mean I would 
have fert awfully lost and at bay without ha. Because, I couldn't speak 
f a mysert. I had no clout, no powa, nothing. So, she became that. 
She would visrt. come srt witii me and just hold my hand. She was 
quite amazing. 

Anotha woman fert she had an advocate as long as ha daughta-in-

law. a nurse, was present to ask questions of the staff. Otha family 

membas wae ineffective advocates. "(Daughta) would ask a lot of 

questions, but she ddn't know the propa questions to ask." This participant 

fert that ha vdce was not head v/hen rt came to decision-making during ha 

hospitalization. She had no advocate among cae-givas. 

Self as advocate. A participant who was diabetic did not have family a 

friends neaby to act as advocates. She expressed mistrust of cae-givas 

regadng diagnosing ha atypical anginal symptoms of jaw pain. Even 

tiiough she was an assertive self-advocate, she still dd not trust ha cae-

giva. This docta dd not demonstrate concan fa ha by taking the time to 

examine ha caefully. He was not an advocate attentive to ha symptoms. 

I even had one docta tell me. he filed an ER visrt f a tooth and jaw pain, 
tooth and dental, and they filed rt with Medicae. Thaf s how I know. 
It was filed. They neva checked a asked about anything. But thaf s 
what he had. Medcae denied rt of course. So, I took rt ova thae to 
him and said, "Look, I don't have a tooth in my head. How can rt be 
tooth pain rt I don't have a tooth In my head?" 
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She had no family a friends to act as advocates. She also had an 

absence of chest pain as a symptom of Ml and had to convince ha docta 

that ha pain was cadac-related. 

This partidpant expressed additional comments about trusting and 

mistrusting doctas and nurses. She spoke of a docta she has chosen 

because of his skill in managing ha dabetes and heart condrtion and his 

concan f a ha. "I'm still waking some. Howeva (docta) is frowning at me. 

So, rt I don't qurt by mysert. he's going to make me one of these days." 

Compaison with litaature. Kella (1991) labeled the mistrust 

expressed by patients who had undagone CABG surgay as a fea of 

mistakes/lack of infamation based on paceptions that healthcae pasonnel 

dd not really cae about patients. Inappropriate behavlas of cae-givas 

caused infamants to mistrust them. This study's findings support the 

concept of trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy because 

Kella's infamants who feaed mistakes dd not paceive that the healthcae 

p)asonnel wae their advocates. 

Participant feedback. All four of the participants who provided feedback 

on interview sum males concurred wrth the trust vasus mistrust and 

advocacy issues and ag-eed wrth the taminology. One responded, "Right 

on! Thaf s rt! You've just got to figure out rt these guys ae on your side." 
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Anotha partidpant explained that an "advocate Is essential if you don't 

know your docta." 

In ha feedback on the summay of the intavlew. anotha woman told 

how ha family docta was present at the hosprtal as ha advocate. "I always 

had Dr. (family docta) thae. He got to the hospital befae I dd. I had 

impllcrt trust in my two doctas." She knew ha family docta was present to 

protect ha. to prepae the way fa ha. to Intacede and to cae f a ha. He 

was someone to be trusted. He was ha advocate in a strange environment. 

This feedback supported the concept of trust vasus mistrust of cae-giva 

based on advocacy when the cae-giva is paceived as an advocate f a the 

patient. 

Summay of trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy. 

The (participants in this study expressed trust in cae-givas who wae skilled 

and attentive to their needs. Those who wae dsintaested in a ignaed 

their concans and symptoms wae not trusted. Patients whose concans 

wae minimized found themselves defending their beliefs and mistrusting 

their cae-givas. A (:>asonal relationship wrth a cae-glva seemed to 

promote trust. The presence of family a friends dd not affect the 

paceptions of cae-givas as advocates f a four of the (partidpants. Anotha 

participant wrthout family a friends to act as ha advocates, trusted a 
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mistrusted cae-givas based on how they responded to ha physical and 

psychosocial needs. 

Four partidpants spoke only of trust of their cae-givas. One had a 

strong relationship with ha pasonal physidan. The otha paceived ha 

daughta to be a competent advocate who was supavising ha cae. Two 

of the women dd not mention their doctas SF)eclfically. but reported a 

genaal feeling of trust f a their cae-givas. 

Seach fa the Causality of Heart Attack 

Definition of seach fa causality. Evay participant in this study spoke 

of possiWe causes of ha myocadal infaction. They mentioned the wad, 

cause, frequentiy when they discussed risk factas fa heart disease Many 

who listed their risk factas acknowledged that thae might be mae than one 

cause of heart disease. None of tiiem seemed convinced that the causalrty 

of heart attack had been dscovaed, because the risk factas a causes did 

not always resurt in a heart attack. 

Since Ml, subjects have an inaeased awaeness of risk factas. Their 

seach f a the causalrty of heart attacks has led them to look mae caefully 

at det, obesrty, family histay of heart dsease, smoking, stress, elevated 

chdestad and triglycaides. lack of estrogen, and lack of exadse. 
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Inaeased awaeness of risk factas did not always cause these women to 

change their behavias. 

During constant compaison of the Irtaature, many categaies Involved 

ttie partidpants' Ideas of possiWe causes of heart attacks. Questions about 

the relationships between categaies appeaed. Why dd some participants 

make comments that ap(>eaed to be in defense of their Irtestyle befae Ml 

while at tiie same time mention many risk factas of heart dsease? Some 

women made comments about their surprise at having a heart attack, but 

then related a family histay of Ml and admitted that they knew the risk was 

present. One woman who stressed that the cause of Ml was genetic still 

paslsts in a strict low-fat diet and exacise prog-am. Othas who 

acknowledge risk factas do not make d-amatic changes in their Irtestyles. 

The findings developed into a categay of the seach fa the causalrty of 

heart attack. All had seached fa the cause a causes of Ml. None seemed 

to fully accept a single cause. If risky behavias wae not easily appaent, 

subjects named stress as a facta causing their Ml. Their behavias 

indcated seaching f a a cause, not necessaily believing they had found 

the answa. See TaWe 4.2 f a categaies which wae combined to fam the 

seach f a the causalrty of heart attack. 
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TaWe 4.2 

Categay Reduction and Linking Categaies 
Seach f a ttie Causality of Heart Attack 

Seach fa cause of heart attack Family histay of heart attack 

Overweight Histay of smoking 

Reports of stress Watching det befae Ml 

Histay of exadsing Didn't take hamones 

Describes sert as a Type A pasonality Anga at having Ml a heart dsease 

Desalbes health/lifestyle befae Ml Defends lifestyle befae Ml 

Surprise at having Ml Suspected she would have Ml 

Questions asked during category reduction 

Wae the partidpants defending their Irtestyles against altidsm? 

Did they feel guirty about behavias? 

How can a participant voice surprise at having a heart attack and then say 
she always expected she would have a heart attack? 

If a participant believes that the cause of heart attack is genetic, why is she 
still exadsing and staying on a strict det? 
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Familv histav of heart attack Eight of the partidpants reported a family 

histay of heart dsease. One woman knew little of ha family histay 

because she was adopted. In one instance, the neaest relative with a 

histay of caonay proWems was a cousin. One partidpanfs son ded of a 

sudden heart attack six monttis befae ha Ml. No othas among ha nea 

relatives have cadac proWems. Anotha woman's son and brotha had 

expaienced heart attacks befae she dd. She said, "So we all. you know, 

kindy expect that might be whaf s gdng to be wrong with us sometime." 

The remaining five partidpants all reported siblings a paents who had 

expaienced heart attacks. 

I knew in my family, thae wae so many heart attacks. Both my paents 
ded. Well, I told you a while ago. all those people. Well. I knew that 
was in my background. 

"My family had a histay of that, heart proWems." Anotha woman offaed, 

"Of course, rt runs in my family. I think I told you my dad died wrth rt. his 

three brothas. and a sista who was younga than I am." "So, I guess rt runs 

in my family. . . but not everybody has had that now. Some of my family 

hasn't." This (participant acknowledged that family histay of heart disease 

dd not always cause a heart attack. 

Watching det befae and afta Ml. All nine of the women reported that 

pria to their heart attacks, they wae awae of the Importance of a good det 
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and wae practidng some healthy guidelines. "I've neva been a fat eata. 

And I. I've really have neva fried." The two partidpants who wae 

overweight said ttiat they had been on weight loss programs in the months 

pria to the Ml. Afta the Ml. ttirough inaeased awaeness, each desaibed 

addtional knowledge ttiey had gained. Some made addtional changes In 

their dets afta Ml. 

Three of the women's husbands had suffaed heart attacks befae the 

participants dd, so diet changes had already been made In the home. 

Howeva, two of these tiiree had made mae changes In cooking and 

shopping afta they had their heart attacks. "We do know how we need to 

eat, and I kind of eat the right things." 

Some wae not convinced that their diets had caused their Ml. Afta 

one woman's second angioplasty, she asked the physician's assistant fa 

advice. "Just exactiy what do I have to do to keep from coming back?' And 

she said, 'The first thing is your det.' Well. I was trying to do that." 

Three of the participants ova seventy did not admrt to delay habits 

that might have contributed to their heart risks. Two of those three 

desaibed their present efforts at low-fat dets, and two participated in 

walking prog-ams. One 71 yea dd continues to strictly obsave detay 

guidelines and exadses five days a week. She spoke of watching ha 
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sista who has had CABG and did not follow a low-fat diet enjoy biscuits and 

g-avy f a breakfast. "Hae (subject's name) srts with a stupid bowl of caeal 

and a d-y English muffin." She contrasted ha behavias with those of ha 

sista and dd not sound convinced that diet changes would prevent Ml. 

Histav of exadsing Two wae frustrated that physical actlvrty had not 

prevented ttieir heart attacks. "All that damn walking ddn't do a Wt of good." 

"I'd always been really active and done aaoWcs. . . . I was In pretty good 

physical shape befae all of this occun-ed." One woman exadsed afta ha 

first heart attack, yet suffaed anotha Ml thirteen yeas lata. 

Weight. One woman reported an ongdng battle with ha weight fa 

yeas. She spoke of ha feelings in the hospital about obesity as a 

contributing cause to heart attack. 

I'm still fat now. And I guess that is the, one of the most difficurt things to 
wrestle wrth, because people say. well, tiiey said all the time I was In 
the hosprtal. If they don't say rt out loud, they say rt with their eyes a 
some way. you know. "Well, rt you'd just lose that weight, you wouldn't 
have that, you know, you wouldn't have that problem, rt you would 
only." I guess I probaWy have some anga about that. 

One participant spoke of ha struggle with ha weight and ha fea that 

ha extra pounds would inaease ha risk of heart attack. "I have some 

pretty much of a chance of having trouble if I don't lose weight, and don't get 

my cholestaol down." She proudly desaibed ha g-adual weight loss of 

thirty pounds In the past seven months. 
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HigtQry gf ^moKing. Four of the women mentioned a possible link 

between their risk of heart attack and smoking, although three of them 

reported that they stopped smoking sevaal yeas befae they had their heart 

attacks. "I smoked a hund-ed yeas ago." "Luckily I qurt smoking eight 

yeas ago when he had his heart attack." A docta who visited one 

partidpant In the hosprtal remaked, "Well, too bad this had to happen, but 

you certainly got what you desave fa thirty yeas of smoking, ddn't you?" 

Reports of stress. The possible relationship between stress and heart 

attack risk was pondaed by all nine participants. "You know some people 

say that stress caused this, and I have had I know, stress. But some people 

jump up and down and saeam and holla, and I don't. I imagine rt has taken 

rts toll on my heart." One woman remembaed the day of ha heart attack as 

a stressful maning. Anotha woman remembaed the tension she felt the 

week of ha heart attack. Othas reflected back on what they intapreted as a 

life full of stress. One was not convinced that stress caused ha heart attack. 

"When you think about all those things. I'm sure rt was stressful. And I guess 

ova the yeas, rt builds up, I. you know, I don't know rt that caused rt." 

Type A pasonality. Four women called themselves Type A 

pasonallties and reported that they had always been achievement aiented 

befae and afta the heart attack. "I'm a doa and I don't srt aound." 
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"I know I'm an ova-achieva because I'm a Type A and I will stick to rt." 

Well I'm a real Type A pasonality. I went to that rehab centa dasses 
and all, and those men in thae couldn't hdd a cande to me. I ddn't 
realize how bad I was. "You don't have any drive at all. buddy!" 

Anotha spoke of not being able to sit down and relax because she was a 

Type A pasonality which she paceived as being hamful to ha heart. 

ComWnations of factas. These women seached their past histaies 

and lifestyles f a ttie cause of ttieir heart attacks. "It may not be what I'm 

eating. It may be haedty. too." 

I thought I was real hearthy . . . but I noticed in the past, a month a two 
befae that, that I was extremely tired . . . . I exacised. I walked an hour 
on my treadmill in hae and we did watch our diet pretty well. Really, 
we did and I would classify it as good. I went to tiie docta and the only 
tiling I had was really a little high cholestaol. 

They incapaated infamation they had read and seen on television. "I 

really ddn't take hamones. And now, I kind of think, well, that might have 

had something to do with my heart." 

At the time they thought rt just kept you from having arthritis, but nobody 
thought about your heart. But now things that I read and see and I don't 
usually read all of them. If s done, you know, I just go from thae. But I 
really feel like all of that needs to be studied mae thaoughly fa sure, 
because rt could be what, what caused my, but because rt's in my 
family, rt may not have had a thing to do with rt. 

She demonstrated the seach f a causality of heart attack and has not found 

a satisfactay answa. One woman who had undagone PTCA sevaal 

times tried to detamine which factas could be causing ha restenosis. 
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None of my sistas have had heart attacks, and I have six. I guess I'm 
ttie only one. I don't think rt's det. I don't know what I dd a ddn't do. 
I was unda stress at the time. I've been unda stress befae." 

Compaison wrth ttie Mer^^^f^ Three ottia reseach studes Identified 

ttie seach f a causalrty as part of the process ttiat men and women who 

have myocadal Infaction expaience. Johnson and Mase (1990) called 

tills occun-ence. making sense, and noted ttiat all their partidpants believed 

that Irtestyle was the cause of a heart attack. Many fert that health 

professionals contributed to their feelings of guirt about causing their own Ml. 

Kella (1991) desaibed those who refused to see that their lifestyle caused 

their Ml as seeking otha explanations. Levy (1981) desaibed ha subjects 

who wae unable to relate their past actions to their present myocadial 

Infaction as failures in accurately reconstructing past events. 

Participant feedback. One 71-yea-dd participant responded "rt's 

genetic" when add-essing the seach fa the causality of heart attack. 

Howeva, she continues to maintain ha exacise prog-am five days each 

week and obsaves a strict low-fat diet. The three participants ag-eed with 

tiie categay but did not provide addtional feedback comments. 

Summay of seach f a causality. As part of the g-ounded theay 

method, this investigata tried to prevent tiie attachment of value judgments 

to possiWe risk factas of heart dsease. Through inaeased awaeness 
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afta Ml. all of ttie partidpants seached f a the causalrty of their heart 

attacks. None spoke convindngly that she had found the answas. 

The seach f a causality was influenced by integ-ality, each woman's 

intaactions wrth the wald aound ha, past histay and experiences, 

present cultural infiuences. and beliefs and hope fa the future 

(Rogas.1989). 

Partidpants of all ages seached fa the cause of their heart attack, but 

the two ddest participants dd not speak with any reg-et about their lifestyles 

befae Ml. The subject who is 79 continues to obsave a low-fat det and 

participates In a walking prog-am. Although all nine of the participants wae 

able to reflect back on possible causes of Ml, six of them expressed 

comments of surprise that they would have a heart attack. They had been 

vaguely awae of their risk factas. but afta Ml they had an inaeased 

awaeness of the possible causes of heart attack. 

Transfamation into One's (Dwn Case Managa 

Definition of case managa. The case managa rde In healthcae was 

developed in a d a to provide a coadnata to assist clients who had 

murtiple healthcae needs. Many who ae ill require assistance from a 

nurse a advocate In making all of the decisions necessay to coadnate 
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multiple thaapies with vaious healthcae providas. The role of case 

managa invdves making dedsions about the dienf s hearthcae while 

considaing the dienf s specific situation. 

Duties of a case managa involve (a) choosing and cdlabaating with 

healthcae providas, (b) designing and integrating health tiiaapies into the 

dienf s Irtestyle, (c) coadnating aspects of healthcae, and (d) becoming 

ttie dienfs advocate (Bullough & Bullough, 1990). Becoming one's own 

case managa involves the partidpant assuming all duties of the case 

managa and becoming ha own self-advocate. 

Six of these women have assumed responsibility f a their own cae and 

taken action which is in addition to simply following the docta's adas. 

One woman has not become ha own case managa. because ha daughta 

has assumed the role. Anotha who voiced complete confidence and trust in 

ha cae-givas has not taken on the function of one's own case managa. 

The tiiird woman who drected and coadnated ha cae befae ha Ml, 

PTCA, and emagency CABG admits to continuing problems with 

depression and has not taken an active role in managing ha healthcae 

since those cadac events. 

Categaies which desaibed changes since Ml. designing own exacise 

prog-am. and develoF>ed plans f a procedures wae combined into the 
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categay, transfamation into one's own case managa. See Table 4.3 fa 

the list of categaies which wae linked togetha. Categay reduction 

revealed some conflicts in categaies which prompted questions about the 

dffaences in each woman's actions towad assuming mae of ha own cae. 

The cae vaiable of inaeased awaeness was most evident in the actions of 

those who designed, integrated, and coadnated health thaapies into their 

Irtestyles and among the three who actively became self-advocates. 

Afta Ml, each of the subjects had increased awaeness of ha physical 

condition and had been given infamation about behavias to decrease ha 

risk of anotha heart attack. Evay participant has made decisions about 

incapaating that awaeness and infamation into ha own lifestyle. 

Sevaal subjects have been mae active in choosing providas, designing 

thaapies, coadnating cae and becoming one's own advocate. 

Choosing and collabaating with cae-qiyas. Since Ml and PTCA, 

three participants who voiced mistrust of their physicians have chosen new 

doctas whom they believe will be mae attentive to their needs. One 

woman allowed ha daughta to chose ha (Dhysician. Three of the 

participants actually collabaate with their physicians in the decision-making 

process. The otha six subjects consida presaibed treatments and modify 

tiiem to surt their Irtestyles. 
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TaWe 4.3 

Categay Reduction and Linking Categaies 
Transfamation Into One's Own 

Case Managa 

Changes since Ml 

Cooking and shopping changes 

Weight loss prog-am 

Became own case-managa 

Medication changes since Ml 

Designed own exacise prog-am 

Developed own plans fa procedures 

Diet since Ml 

Present activrtles 

Relaxation 

Became ha own advocate 

Behavias and attitudes since Ml 

Questions asked during categay reduction 

Are subjects simply fdlowing docta's instructions? 

Why ddn't some change to reduce their risk factas? 

Why ae some mae active In assuming responsibility fa their cae by 
choosing cae-givas and designing det and exacise prog-ams, 
and othas do the minimum? 
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Afta ha heart attack one participant had an inaeased awaeness of 

healthcae practices. She attempted to talk with ha physidan about a 

vegetaian. low-fat det and otha ttiaapies. but he infamed ha that. "Well, I 

wouldn't bottia rt I wae you." She caefully selected a new physidan who 

provided ha with an exadse prog-am and encouraged ha In ha diet. 

His approach is my approach. It seems ttiaf s the way I like to wak. 
He said to me, "I can't help you medically. Thae's no pills that ae 
going to help this. I can't help you surgically. But I can help you by 
encouraging you to walk forty minutes a day. . . ."Now you're eating 
right, so you're not gdng to clog up the new vessels. Those new ones 
ae gdng to stay clean. You've got your blood pressure good. . . . 
"Evay two months, I want to see, because I'm going to prove to you that 
you're going to be able to heal yourself." Somebody gave me hope. It 
was the first time I fert like the man handed me a second chance. 

One woman evaluated the practice style of two fama (physicians and chose 

a new docta who she paceived as ha advocate in assuring good cae. 

"They do not treat the ailments. They treat the symptoms." 

The participant who famed an instant dislike to a young substrtute 

physician became assertive about choosing ha cae-giva. She told of ha 

unhappiness about not being able to see ha own docta. 

I asked fa (pasonal caddogist) because he's my docta, and they 
said. 'He is not, he's not on call. And I said, 'Whae is he?' and they 
said, 'He's out of town. ' . . . . I said, 'Well, how about (caddogist)?' 
Because he had done the last one [angioplasty], and he said, 'He Is 
not available.' and I said. 'Rease try.' and he said. 'No, he isn't.' And, I 
just can't believe I dd rt, but I said, 'Well, we'll find somebody else. ' . . . . 
and rt doesn't do any good to ask f a your ov/n docta. 
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Anottia subject desaibed ha plan on choosing a docta If she eva 

has to go back Into the hosprtal. 

If I eva have sevae angina again. I don't think I'll go to ttie hospital. 
And I really don't think if s related to. a at least, I won't go to (present 
caddogist and g-oup). And you know, I had vay good cae from 
(caddogist), but v/hoeva I'm gdng to get now is going to be 
whoeva's on call. . . . I think what we may do Is call and see who's on 
at each hospital, and then make a decision, rt thae's time to do tiiat. 
and rt thae's not. thae's just not. 

These participants expressed a desire fa a pasonal relationship with a 

physidan whom they could know and trust. They wae not satisfied in not 

being able to choose their (^ysician. 

Designing and integ-ating health thaapies into lifestyle. Evay one of 

the nine women intaviewed was well-vased in the principles of low-fat 

dets. Their Inaeased awaeness since Ml and PTCA Involves mae than 

avdding fried foods. They ae dsplaying aeativity and control in reducing 

fat in their meals. "I fixed lunch, rice cakes, and retried t>eans. the good kind 

of retried beans, ttie fat-free, and the fat-free sour aeam and salsa." 

Many reported changes in ttie way they shop. "I'm buying mae low-fat 

ttilngs, and I'm watching ttie fat content on the bottles and g-ocales." Three 

women showed me the same low-fat cookbook. "Thae's just all sorts of 

ttilngs that you can make in ttiat, ttiat it really takes all the fat out." 
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One partidpant aged 79 has followed ha docta's advice f a low-fat 

det changes and incapaated ha husband's sart restriction into their meal 

planning. "Watch your fat Intake, and watch salt intake, too. We have done 

that since '86. and I adhae to rt." Two otha women coadnate their 

husband's diabetic diet restrictions with their own low fat diets. "And we're 

on ttiis real fun det. We don't eat anything real." she laughed. 

Seven of the participants designed their own exacise programs which 

would frt into their Irtestyles and accomodate their enagy levels. The oldest 

woman in the study demonstrated behavias of accepting the role of ha own 

case managa afta ha heart attack by integrating and adjusting thaapies. 

I walked all ova this part of town. I walked and walked and walked. 
And then thae would be days when I couldn't. So, I bought a treadmill, 
not an electric, because I couldn't see enough benefrt then, between it 
and the kind you have to press down. . . I fert that, that was the way to 
perfam rt. so that I'd get my benefit. 

Although she is 71 yeas dd, one participant has gone beyond fulfilling 

minimal recommendations fa activrty and designed an exacise prog-am 

she believes will benefrt ha health. 

They took me up to exacise. and from then on I've been exadsing. 
doing real well. . . . I exacise five days a week. Three I do on the 
treadmill and the Airdyne Wke and I tiirow in a Stairmasta now and 
then, and walk, and on Tuesdays and Thursdays, I swim, and 
yestaday, I dd fourteen laps which is a quarta of a mile and, now I did 
that in thirty something minutes, about thirty-five minutes. I don't get In 
tiiae and just swim constantiy, because I get out of breath and I know 
not to be stupid about It. 
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One of the women who was not successful in ha structured cadiac 

rehaWlrtation exadse prog-am, she became ha own case managa and 

designed ha own prog-am. 

So, I ddnl do vay well up ttiae, and my ejection fraction was twenty-
eight pacent. so they said. 'Well, you know, go home and rest up, walk 
aound In the house, and walk aound in your yad some, and come 
back in ttree weeks, and then we'll try. We'll do rehab then, and you'll 
be okay tiien.' Well. I dd rehab fa about ten days then, and again 
could not handle otha than just vay minimal activity, you know. So 
they fired me from that prog-am. . . . and so I sort of leaned to do things 
dffaentiy. . . . I'm able to walk forty-five minutes, and I don't go real fast. 
I just think rt's remakable that I can do ttiat much. 

Those who wae taking medications knew the names, dosages, and 

purposes f a their pills. Two have incapaated a vrtamin thaapy not 

presaibed by their physicians, but which they believe will help. "I'm also 

taking a vrtamin E capsule. It was not presaibed, but I'm taking that, 

because I read some Irtaature about that." 

Six yeas afta ha heart attack and angioplasty, one participant said 

she has developed a new attitude and new actions. "I'm much mae into 

trying to manage my own Irte than I was befae, and my own medications. 

And maybe assuming ownaship f a the dsease." She devised a plan of 

exadse and actlvrty than enaWed ha to return to wak. 

Evayone but the two ddest participants admitted to Inaeased 

awaeness of the need f a relaxation and the need to reduce stress and had 
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set limits on activities they would do f a othas. "I have dedded ttiat I need 

to, to be able to devote a little mae time to mysert." 

I have my mind on mysert mae than I eva did befae. I consida what 
I'm doing. I try not to ova-do. I'm still vay active as you can tell, but I 
try to consida my, mysert. 

One partidpant spent a long time In the intavlew dscussing recent 

trips she has taken with ha husband and friends since the heart attack. She 

desaibed ha technique of taking wata along in the ca so that she could 

take ha medications at the propa times. She joyfully told how she has 

been successful in maintaing a low-fat diet on ha jaunts. "Breakfast was 

$2.29 f a all you can ea t . . . . and I still lost weight!" 

Coadnating aspects of healthcae. The participant who is diabetic 

became an assertive self-advocate when she coadnated ha cae during 

proposed procedures. 

I will be admitted to the hosprtal from the wad "go", and I will not have 
that tube run through my leg twice. I said, "I've got otha things to think 
about besides angioplasty. If you mess aound with my leg until I lose 
rt, I'm not really helping mysert any.". . . . Well, they wanted me to do rt 
as an outpatient! And I said, "No, I will not do rt as an outpatient. This 
Is the third of these I've had. I'm not going in the hospital as an 
outpatient." F a one thing, your insurances don't pay vay good on 
things done as an outpatient. . . . F a one thing, they wanted me to do it 
at six o'clock In the maning on that day. And I said, "No, I won't ertha. 
Admrt me the night befae." They didn't like that, but anyway, I told 'em. 
"No, I would not." And they said, "Okay, come in the night befae." 
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Since ha Ml and Inaeased awaeness about available options, one 

partidpant has made dedsions about diagnostic testing. 

(Docta) would like to do an angiogram. He's recommended that 
sevaal times and I've refused. . . I think we'd be ddng rt f a curiosity 
reasons, and I think rt's too risky of an invasive procedure to have done. 
You know, rt I'm doing this well, lef s leave me alone, and thae ae 
otha non-invasive things that can be done. 

Only three of the participants wae vay active In directing aspects of cae. 

The woman whose daughta was ha advocate felt that togetha, they had 

chosen options fa cae. Four of the subjects have strictly followed their 

docta's recommendations and have not assumed the responsibility to 

coadnate their healthcae. 

Becoming a self-advocate. Only three of the partidpants have 

accepted the responsibilrty of becoming self-advocates. All three voiced 

mistrust of cae-givas whom they considaed to be inattentive to their needs. 

One women was single, and anotha's husband was in a nursing home. 

Two women had to demand that cae-givas take action to relieve their 

pain. "They said. 'Yeah, rt looks like you've had a heart attack.'. . . well, they 

wae going to move me some(5lace. and I said, 'You ae not moving me until 

you give me something f a pain." Afta having ha Ml and PTCA, one 

partidpant was admitted to the hospital and had to become ha own 

advocate because the cae-givas wae not add-essing ha needs. 
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All of a sudden, my jaw got to hurting until I, I couldn't hadly talk, rt was 
hurting so bad. So, I picked up the telephone which was on this table, 
and called the ambulance hae to tell them I needed to go to the 
hospital. I was having angina, but I. you know, and I fert hon-iWe. . . . 
and I went all that night, and all day Saturday, and I was still having the 
jaw pain, pretty frequentiy, and each time I told them I was having jaw 
pain, they would bring me some of those, one of those pills. So 
Saturday evening. I tddthem. I said. "Look, I'm having jaw pain. 
In otha wads, I'm having angina, and I'd like some medicine 
to get relief." Well, they cp-udgingly let me have two mlllig-ams of 
maphine, two. 

Two othas spoke of protecting themselves from negative attitudes of 

othas since they have had heart attacks. "I've been exposed to a lot of 

those people wrth those attrtudes. . . . I try to protect myself from people that I 

need to protect mysert from." Because of an inaeased awaeness since Ml, 

anotha has become a self-advocate in pasonal relations. 

I still feel like I have seen the face of God, and my life will neva be the 
same. I'll neva tdaate things that I tolaated in the past from people. 
That doesn't mean I'm gdng to be vicious. . . . That's how a heart attack 
has changed my Irte. I won't allow that to pass. 

Compaison with Irtaature. Tack and Gilliss (1990) desaibed the 

efforts that cadac patients made to develop coping strategies fa problems 

they encountaed In their evay-day lives as managing their health. This 

concept con-elates wrth some aspects of becoming one's own case-

managa; howeva, none of the Irtaature revealed Instances of cadac 

patients who actively assumed the responsibilrty f a their own healthcae as 

many of these participants dd. 
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Partidpant feedback All of the four subjects who wae provided 

summaies and offaed feedback said that they ag-eed with this concept, but 

only one offaed additional comments about the concept. She desaibed 

how managing ha hearthcae was just anotha part of assuming 

responsiWIIty f a ha Irte. One partlcpant responded, "I was my own case 

managa befae the heart attack. I've always been my own case managa, 

espedally afta the dvace." Ha comments reinfaced the link with 

inaeased awaeness since ha heart attack. All four of those who provided 

feedback wae in the g-oup that had assumed some measure of 

responsibilrty about their hearthcae. 

Summay of transfamation into one's own case managa. All of the 

women in this study have chosen their cae-givas and ae awae of thelr 

docta's recommendations. They have exhibited vaying levels of following 

docta's adas. They have all integ-ated certain aspects of exacise. 

medcation, and det into their lifestyles. Many have prog-essed furtha 

along the continuum of transfamation into one's own case managa by 

aeatively designing exacise prog-ams, pursuing leisure activities, and 

redudng stress. 

Three of the partidpants have assumed minimal res(x>nsibillty f a their 

hearthcae and ae relying on their physicians a family membas to be their 
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case managas. The otha six women have been actively perfaming as 

their own case managas by agg-essively coadnating diagnostic tests and 

becoming their own advocates. 

Answas to the Reseach Questions 

This reseach study design and g-ounded theay analysis has provided 

the cae vaiable and concepts which provide answas to the reseach 

questions. 

1 What ae the common elements of expaiences of women who have 

heart attacks treated with angioplasty? The common elements of 

expaiences ae expressed in the concepts: (a) absence of typical chest 

(^in as a symptom of heart attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas 

based on advocacy, (c) seach fa the causality of heart attack, and (d) 

transfamation into one's own case managa. 

2. What is the process women develop as they live through these 

expaiences? Inaeased awaeness desalbes the process that women who 

have lived through Ml and PTCA have expaienced. 

3. What a e the implications f a the nursing cae of women who ae 

expalendng heart attack and angioplasty? Implications f a nursing cae ae 

be explored in the summay and discussion of this study. 
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Summay 

The magnitude of mataial provided by these nine narratives 

encompassed mae than ttie infamation reported in this study and was 

sufficient to provide the answas to the reseach questions. The use of 

g-ounded ttieay and the prindple of integ-ality, the constant Intaaction 

between a woman and ha environment, provided the basis f a analyzing 

the data obtained as women dscussed their expaiences of heart attacks 

and angioplasties. 

As women desaibed their Initial symptoms of myocadal Infaction, 

their atypical presentations became appaent. The accounts of Intaactions 

with cae-givas and the (participants' paceptions of the presence a 

absence of advocates illustrated the concept of trust vasus mistrust of cae-

givas based upon advocacy. As participants seached fa the causality of 

their heart attacks, their beliefs about Irte and health wae revealed. Six of 

the women attained dffaent levels of the transfamation Into one's own case 

managa. 

Through the constant compaative method, the cae vaiable, inaeased 

awaeness, emaged to desaibe the two-part change process expaienced 

by women who have had heart attacks treated with angioplasty. The 

common concepts of those exF>alences ae (a) absence of chest pain as a 
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symptom of heart attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

advocacy, (c) seach f a the causality of heart attack, and (d) transfamation 

into one's own case managa. The Implications fa the nursing cae of 

women who ae expaiencing heart attack and angioplasty ae considaed 

in the discussion of this study. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

Purpose of this study Almost 1.500.000 Amaicans expaience 

myocadal infaction annually, and hart of that numba ae women 

(American Heart Assodation, 1989,1991). Inaeasing numbas of women 

ae surviving heart attacks due to advances in treatments such as 

angioplasty. Numaous studies have been conducted on men but a lack of 

Infamation about women's responses to those events paslsts. This 

desaiptive study was designed to explae the expaiences of women who 

have had heart attack and angioplasty. 

Statement of the problem. A patient undagoing cadiac rehabilitation 

repKrted that he considaed his heart attack and angioplasty to be mae 

saious life-changing events than his cadac bypass g-aft surgay. He 

compaed the rapid mental and emotional changes required of patients 

during Ml and angioplasty f a which he had no prepaation to the CABG fa 

which he was aWe to plan. He attritxjted the poa support of cae-givas 

during those events to their lack of undastandng of the saiousness and 

meaning of those occurrences to the patient. 
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The patient asked this reseacha to do something to help healthcae 

pasonnel to undastand what heart attacks treated with angioplasty means 

to patients, (bounded theay was chosen as the most effective way to obtain 

infamation about the meaning and impact of those expaiences to patients. 

Since ttie majalty of Infamation about heart disease and treatments has 

evaluated the Impact on men, this reseacha decided to study women and 

ttieir expaiences of heart attacks treated with anigoplasty. 

Myocadial infactions in women. As women age, the Incidence of 

heart attack inaeases. Recent studes show that women with chest pain ae 

less likely than men to undago dagnostic studies and have invasive 

revasculaization procedures perfamed (Ayanian & Epstein. 1991). 

Howeva, when women present wrth myocadal Infaction. they ae mae 

likely to undago angioplasty than cadac bypass g-aft surgay (Maynad et 

al., 1992. Krumhdz et al.. 1992). 

Reseach questions. If angioplasty is the treatment approach most 

often used with women who ae expaiencing myocadial infactions, 

healthcae providas must begin to dscova the needs of women 

undagdng those procedures. 

1. What ae the common elements of expaiences of women who have 

heart attacks treated with angioplasty? 
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2. What Is the process women develop as they live through the 

ex(:>alences of myocadial infaction and angioplasty? 

3. What implications f a the nursing cae of women who ae 

expalendng heart attack and angioplasty can be developed through 

Intapretation and undastanding of those events? 

Conceptual/theaetical framewak Martha Rogas* Sdence of Unrtay 

Human Beings proposes that men and women ae constantiy Intaacting 

with their environments of the people and things that sun-ound them. 

Altaations in health status will change the way a woman intaacts with ha 

environment. Ha beliefs and hopes fa the future will affect the way she 

intaprets pain and the decisions she makes about treatment (Rogas, 1970). 

During myocadial infaction and angioplasty, a woman will be changed in 

many unique ways, but she will shae elements of a common expaience 

with otha women in simila circumstances. 

A woman is envisioned as a unified whole who is mae than and 

dffaent from the sum of ha parts. She is constantiy moving and changing 

on visible as well as invisible levels. The constant movement can be 

paceived as waves revealed through cola, sound, and motion as well as 

through labaatay tests and through the waves of emotions and cognitive 
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processes. These waves comWne to fam pattans which ae paceived as 

ttie whde pason (Rogas, 1970). 

Women who have heart attacks treated with angoplasty enta a new 

environment of ttie hospital and cae-givas. The environment sun-ounds the 

woman and is constantiy changing ha and being changed by ha. The 

purpose of nursing Is to promote hamonious Intaaction between the patient 

and ha environment and to help each woman to achieve ha maximum 

level of well-being within ha environment (Rogas, 1989). 

Definition of tams and phrases. An angiog-am is the process of 

visualizing tiie caonay artales via x-ray technology. Angioplasty a 

pacutaneous transluminal caonay angioplasty (PTCA) is perfamed during 

an angiog-am and is the process of opening occluded caonay artales with 

a balloon ti|:)ped catheta (Vlietstra & Holmes, 1987). Caonay artay by

pass g-aft surgay (CABG) is open-heart surgay in which blocked caonay 

artales ae replaced with g-afted vessels. 

Open coding is the first step in g-ounded theay analysis and desalbes 

making inddents in the manusaipts with signrtlcant code wads. A 

categay represents the combination of compaWe code wads which 

Identify simila incidents in the manusaipts (Glasa, 1992). When 

categaies a e comWned and the definrtlon of the categay becomes dea, rt 
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becomes a concept. The constant compaative process is the data analysis 

method used in g-ounded theay whaeby the data is constantiy compaed 

with all otha data. The cae vaiable Is the categay which seems to be 

central to a grounded theay study and Is related to many otha categaies. 

Environment Is defined as evaything both animate and Inanimate 

which surrounds the participant. Ex(:>aiences ae the sensations received 

from the environment and Intapreted by each woman as she lives through 

events. A heart attack is tiie partidpanfs self-report of a myocadial 

Infaction (Ml). 

Assumptions. Evay woman is constantiy affected by ha environment 

and is also constantiy changing the environment in some way. This is the 

pr\ndp\e of integ-ality as defined by Martha Rogas (1990). Each woman is 

mae than the sum of ha parts and consists of mae than biological, mental, 

emotional, philosophical, and SF)irrtual components (Rogas, 1970). 

Evay partidpant has ha own view of reality influenced by ha past 

histay, present expaiences, and future expectations (Oila. 1982; Rogas. 

1970). Throughout Irte. a pason bestows value and meaning upon 

expaiences based on ha Inna beliefs and extanal Influences (Oila, 

1982). Partidpants In this study ae assumed to have been thoughtful and 

truthful. The narrative accounts supplied by participants ae their 
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remembaed expaiences and their paceptions based upon the meanings 

attached to ttiose experiences (Oila, 1982; Sandelowski, 1991). 

Limitation?. The flndngs of ttiis study cannot be genaallzed to all 

women who expaience heart attacks treated with angioplasty because of 

ttie small sample size of nine partidpants. Every woman In ttiis study was 

treated by ttie same group of cadologists. Otha physidan g-oups may not 

have the same philosophy of treatment as this g-oup did. The nurse 

investigata did not have access to the partidpants' medical recads which 

may have provided mae infamation about their past medical histaies and 

the events during Ml and PTCA. The fact that the reseacha was a nurse 

may have influenced comments that the subjects made about nurses. 

Review of the Litaature 

Findngs from Rogas' principle of integ-alrty ae presented to Illustrate 

the theay's usefulness at explaining the constant changes which occur 

between people and their environments. Studies using grounded theory 

a e dscussed In a d a to Indcate their ap(̂ icabllity to discovaing the 

meaning and impad of expaiences on (^ople. A brief review of the 

Irtaature about the effects of Ml, CABG, and PTCA Is provided to show the 

focus of reseach in those aeas. 
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The PrIndWe of Integrality Smith (1986) reported that In an 

environment of unfamllia. unpredctaWe events, subjects expaienced 

paceptual and physiologic changes. High-frequency sounds caused 

paceptual changes and artaations in time paception (Smith, 1988). 

Feeling anxiety about antidpated. unpleasant changes in the environment 

caused subjects to have an Inaease in Wood pressure (Gaydos & Fanham. 

1988). Based on Rogas' principle of integ-alrty, women who expaience 

myocadial Infaction treated with angioplasty enta an unfamllia 

environment which can cause them to expaience paceptual changes and 

physiologic changes 

Grounded theav. Reseach using g-ounded theay strives to dscova 

the process by which one expaiences a phenomenon by studying the 

events through the paceptions of the client (Brink & Wood, 1989). Subjects 

who had heart attacks ex(:)aienced a process of regaining contrd as they 

predicted the outcome of an action, made infamed dedsions, and acted on 

their decisions (Johnson & Mase, 1990). Subjects who had undagone 

caonay artay bypass graft surgay wae seeking namalcy by partidpating 

in behavias that would restae their presurgical states (Kella, 1991). 

Van Dongen (1990) Interviewed families of suidde victims and found 

they experienced a paiod of agonizing questioning about the reason the 
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traumatic event occun-ed and Its meaning In their lives. Grounded theay 

provides a framewak to examine the expaiences of women who have had 

ttie events of heart attack treated with angioplasty. By listening to ttie staies 

of women who have lived through ttiese events, the Investigata may 

develop concepts of common expaiences and begin to undastand what 

heart attack and anglof>lasty mean to women. 

Medcal treatment of mvocadal infaction. Women with Ml have a 

higha mortalrty rate than men which may be attributed to the fact that 

physidans do not paceive the risk of heart attack to be as g-eat to women 

as rt is to men. Women who present with chest pain ae less likely than men 

to undago diagnostic and revasculaization procedures (Ayanian & Epstein, 

1991; Krumholz etal., 1992). 

Chances afta myocadial infaction. Levy (1981) found that men who 

expaienced heart attacks struggled to maintain a pasonal routine, fert 

surprise at the heart attack and tried to detamine the significance of the 

event. Men and women who have heart attacks typically expaienced 

denial, anxiety, and depression (Boogaad, 1984; Mickus. 1986). Women 

had a higha inddence of depression afta Ml than men and fert guirt ova 

InaWlity to perfam househdd duties (Boogaad. 1984; Shanfield. 1990). 

Women returned to light housewak quickly (Boogaad, 1984). Younga 
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women on small salales wae mae likely to return to wak than dda 

women with no finandal need to wak (Wenga & Hellastein, 1992). 

Changes afta caonav aocedures. Afta CABG, women stayed In 

intensive cae longa than men, but returned to physical activrtles at 

approximately the same rate (Rankin, 1990). Depression did not become 

appaent until most patients had gone home (Allen, 1990). Patients who 

had PTCA (paceived an improvement In health status and functioning. Of 

those who waked befae PTCA. 89% returned to wak (Cleay et al., 1991). 

Angioplasty hazads and benefits fa women. PTCA is less disfiguring 

than CABG, howeva rt has shown a higha complication rate fa women 

than fa men (Wenga & Hellastein, 1992; Steingart et al., 1991). Women 

treated with PTCA had a Iowa rate of restenosis at 22% than men did at 

36% and enjoyed a higha long-tam survival rate than men (McBride et al., 

1988; Wenga & Hellastein. 1992). 

Clinical outcomes of angioplasty. Initial revasculaization success 

rates of PTCA afta acute myocadal infaction wae reported to be 83-95% 

(Wenga & Hellastein, 1992). PTCA resulted in a rapid resolution of chest 

pain and a Iowa incidence of saious bleeding and death than the use of 

thrombolytic agents. The Initial patency rate of 91% was unchanged three 

months afta PTCA (Chines et al.. 1993). Restenosis afta PTCA occun-ed 
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most often within the first six months and was infrequent during the next 

eight yeas (Kent. 1988). 

Economic Impact of angiopjgigty Patients wrth Ml and PTCA had short 

hospitalizations, missed few days from wak, and 86% of those previously 

employed returned to wak (Vlietstra & Hdmes, 1987). The cost of PTCA 

was less than CABG, but g-eata than the cost of treatment with thrombolytic 

agents (Eckman et a!., 1992). 

Support from cae-givas. Cae-givas in the hosprtal raely addressed 

patienfs feelings of fea, anxiety, and d-ead (Granga, 1974). Afta 

returning home, patients who had CABG expressed an Inaeased need fa 

support, empathy, and reassurance (Tack & Gilliss. 1990). 

Support of Irtaature fa this type of study. Previous reseach (xovldes 

evidence to support the study of the expaiences of women who have had 

heart attacks treated wrth angioplasty using Martha Rogas' prindple of 

integ-ality and a g-ounded theay approach. Explaation of the Intaactive 

exF>aiences of women In these circumstances can be developed Into a 

process which may be applicable to otha people in simila circumstances. 

Studes suggest that both men and women feel some of the same 

emotions afta a heart attack, although ttiae ae dffaences in psychosodal 

function and physldogic response to treatments. Treatment trends indicate 
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ttiat angioplasty will be used mae often in the future because of cost and 

success rates. 

Methods 

Design A qualrtative, intapretive design In which women desaibed In 

ttieir own wads the expaiences of their heart attacks and angioplasties was 

chosen to provide infamation f a this study. By caeful analysis using the 

grounded theay method, the investigata developed common expaiences 

of women who have had Ml treated with PTCA. 

Grounded theay. Glasa and Strauss (1967) developed g-ounded 

theay as a method to gatha infamation in unfamllia aeas and to gain new 

insight about familia subjects. Through the study of the paceptions of 

clients who have lived in specific situations, reseachas can dscova the 

process of how one expaiences a certain phenomenon (Brink & Wood. 

1989). Common pattans of expaiences appea during caeful compalsons 

of the data. Theay desaibing the process is genaated from the narratives 

of dients and thaefae yo<Jnded in the data (Glasa & Strauss, 1967). 

CrediWIity and confirmaWlity. Glasa and Strauss's (1967) method of 

aedWIIty of the findngs was present when the cae vaiable. inaeased 

awaeness, frt wrth the data and desaibed the two-part process women with 
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Ml and PTCA lived through. An additional Indcation of aedWIIty was 

obtained when partidpant feedback was incapaated into the theay (Pdlt & 

Hungla, 1987). Through the process of pea review. Interpretations of the 

data wae confirmed (Glasa, 1978). 

SamWe altaia Study artaia called f a the subjects to be women who 

had expaienced a heart attack treated wrth angioplasty. Partidpants wae 

not restricted on the basis of age, race, maital status, occupation, family 

histay, or past medcal histay. Women who participated wae required to 

speak English since that is tiie primay language of the investigata, and the 

meanings of wads wae aucial to this method. Due to the travel time 

necessay to conduct face to face Intaviews, participants resided within a 

forty-mile radus of the Investigata. 

Expected sample size was at least five but no mae than fifteen 

subjects. Partidpants ag-eed to desaibe their thoughts, feelings, and 

sensations during their heart attacks and angioplasty and exhiWted 

excellent memay recall In their ability to rememba those expaiences. 

Solicitation of subjects. Subjects wae obtained by tiie nonprobaWlity 

method of acddental a network sampling (Poirt & Hungla, 1987). 

Acquaintances of the Investigata and participants in the study suggested 

friends who had experienced Ml and PTCA. Through this snowball 
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technique, ttie list of potential subjects g-ew. The investigata intaviewed 

the first nine partidpants who met the altaia and ag-eed to partidpate. 

Data ggllegtign- Private convasations approximately an hour in 

length wae conducted with each subject. Unstructured audotape-recaded 

intaviews wae initiated when ttie Investigata asked "What wae you 

experiendng when you had your heart attack and angioplasty?" 

Recadings wae transalbed to indude tiie subject's exact wads, pdnts of 

emphasis, and pauses. 

Instrument. In this g-ounded theay approach, the Investigata was 

considaed the instrument. The same Investigata Intaviewed all 

participants and began the unstructured intaviews by asking "What wae 

you expaiencing when you had your heart attack and angioplasty?" The 

investigata asked questions to darty taminology a srtuations mentioned 

by the participants and occasionally mentioned topics discussed by previous 

subjects in a d a to obtain mae Infamation (Chenltz & Swanson, 1986). 

The investigata sustained tiie convasation by making eye contact with the 

(partidpant and assuming an attentive pose. 

Data analysis. The investigata transalbed each audotape of the 

convasations with partidpants and reviewed the tapes and transalptions fa 

erras. Grounded theay and the constant compaative method wae used to 
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code the data. Simila codes wae combined to fam categaies, and data 

wae cdlected until no new categaies emaged during the last Intaview. 

Theay began as categaies wae saturated with examples of the Incidents 

desaibed. As dea definrtions of categaies wae developed, categaies 

became concepts. 

Through pea review concept Identification and the cae vaiable wae 

refined. Findings of the expaienced nurse reseacha and the Investigata 

wae compaed. Categaies wae linked when relationships wae 

dscovaed. Contradictions between categaies wae examined and 

hypotheses about the theay developed. The cae vaiable emaged. and 

rts relationship to the concepts described the essence of the study. 

Participant feedback confirmed the intapretations of the data, 

taminology used fa concepts, and the cae vaiable to desaibe the process 

of expaiences of women who have had Ml treated wrth PTCA. Findings 

from this study wae compaed to relevant litaature, and implications fa 

nursing cae wae develof>ed as the relationship between the cae vaiable 

and the concepts was desaibed (Brink & Wood. 1989). 

Protection of human subjects. Participants signed famal consent 

fams befae intaviews began. Afta transaipts of the recadngs wae 

prepaed, the tapes wae destroyed. Participant names did not appea on 
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ttie transcripts. Confidential code numbas wae assigned to each transaipt. 

Subjects wae free to laminate the convasations at any time, and wae 

assured ttiat their decision regadng partidpation would not affect their cae 

from any hearthcae provida a hosprtal. 

Risks and benefits to partidpants. F a many partidpants, remembaing 

ttie events of their heart attack and angioplasty was an emotional 

expaience. Partidpation in the study provided an opportunity to tell their 

staies to an Intaested healthcae professional. 

Presentation and analysis of data 

Participant chaactaistics. The nine women who participated In the 

study, ages 48-79, wae vay simila in that they wae all mothas and had 

lived in West Texas f a at least ten yeas, and wae treated by male 

physidans In the same cadiology g-oup. Eight of the participants wae 

married. Four of the women had Ml and PTCA within the past six months. 

The remaining five had their ex(>eriences wrth Ml and PTCA between two 

and seven yeas ago. All of the participants have been employed at some 

time. Five ae retired, two own their own businesses, and two ae nurses. 

Since Ml and PTCA, four of the women have had addtional angioplasty 

a caonary artery bypass graft surgery, but three of those have had to go 
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back months afta the alglnal PTCA f a intavention because of restenosis. 

This sample does not support inrtial angioplasty success rates of 91% since 

two of ttie partidpants had restenosis within a few minutes to twelve hours 

afta PTCA. 

Data collection Intaviews wae conducted ova a seven week paiod 

of time and yielded ova tiilrteen hours of narratives. Each participant 

Invited the investigata into ha home fa the Intavlew. 

Data analysis. Afta audotape-recadngs of the intaviews wae 

transalbed and checked f a erras, each transaipt was coded fa categaies 

to desaibe thoughts, feelings, sensations, a events. Through tiie constant 

compaative process, each transaipt was compaed to the otha transaipts, 

and categaies which wae simila wae combined and renamed. 

Intaviews stopped when the last convasation failed to reveal any additional 

categaies. 

Through the process of pea review, an expaienced nurse reseacha 

studed the data, confirmed categaies already previously Identified, and 

fijrtha comWned categaies. She began to assist the Investigata In 

comWning categaies into concepts. Theay developed as relationships 

between tiie concepts wae explored, and the cae vaiable emaged. 

Summaries of the Intaviews wae given to a sample of the subjects who 
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provided feedback to the investigata about intapretations of the data and 

concepts. Confirmation about the content and tamlndogy used to desaibe 

concepts was provided by the participant feedback. The cae vaiable was 

related to all of the concepts and explained the process of expaiencing a 

heart attack treated with angioplasty. 

The findings of this study wae compaed to signrticant litaature to 

reveal otha p)ossible explanations fa the categaies and concepts. 

Implications f a the nursing cae of women cadiac patients was developed 

based on the study resurts. 

Presentation of the cae vaiable and concepts. The cae vaiable, 

inaeased awaeness. desaibed the central focus of the study. Analysis of 

the data revealed the two-part process of inaeased awaeness to desaibe 

the expaiences of women who have had heart attacks treated with 

angioplasty. Participants mentioned ways in which their lives have changed 

since Ml and PTCA. They have moved from one level of awaeness of 

physical sensations, thoughts, and relationships to anotha level of 

inaeased awaeness because they have lived through Ml and PTCA. 

Throughout the nan-ative data, linkages wae found between Inaeased 

awaeness and otha incidents and concepts of expaiences. Inaeased 

awaeness is linked to the otha concepts of (a) absence of typical chest 
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pain as a symptom of heart attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givers 

based on advocacy, (c) seach f a the causality of heart attack, and (d) 

transfamation into one's own case managa. 

Absence of tvoical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack Five of the 

nine partidpants denied chest pain as a symptom of their heart attacks. 

They desaibed many of the symptoms associated with myocadial Infaction, 

such as left am pain, jaw pain, pain at the shoulda blade, Indgestion, 

nausea, vomiting, and fainting. Sevaal partidpants wae confused about 

the atypical presentation and absence of chest pain because they had 

witnessed otha family membas endure heart attacks. Lrtaature reports 

that 25% of patients with Ml present without typical chest pain, and most 

often those patients ae eldaly (Uretsky et al., 1977). The two oldest 

participants in this study, ages 75 and 72 at the time of their heart attacks, 

presented with typical sevae chest pain and pressure. 

Trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy. Five 

participants reported instances of both trust and mistrust of certain cae-

givas. Trust was mentioned when cae-givas responded promptly and 

appropriately to the woman's symptoms. The cae-glva was paceived as 

an advocate present to support the patient. Sevaal participants mentioned 
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a trust In cae-givas as a group, but othas stressed the pasonal 

relationship they had estaWlshed wrth their pasonal physician. 

Friends and family membas wae able to fill the advocate role fa some 

partidpants. Howeva, when one woman's advocate was no longa present 

to Intacede with the cae-giva, she did not have anyone else who stepped 

in to fill that role. Having family and friends present as advocates did not 

affect ttie patienfs trust vasus mistrust of cae-giva. Those who voiced trust 

in their cae-giva continued to do so whetha their advocate was (xesent a 

not. Those who mistrusted their cae-givas did not change attitudes in the 

presence of their friend a family memba who acted as advocate. 

Having a pasonal relationship with ha physician did not inspire one 

woman to trust ha all ha cae-givas. During the months pria to ha Ml, 

this same woman fert that ha symptoms of angina wae missed by ha 

docta and expressed mistrust of him In ha narrative. Two otha participants 

reported mistrust of cae-givas when their symptoms of angina wae 

misintapreted. 

Kella's (1991) study indcated that infamants mistrusted cae-givas 

who wae not paceived as being concaned about the patient a who 

demonstrated behavias that spawned mistrust In the cae-glva's abilrty a 

Intent to give cae. The Infamation obtained in this study is In accad with 
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Kella's study. The theme of trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas was valfied 

by the four partidpants who provided feedback on the themes. 

Seach f a the causality of heart attack Evay partidpant In this study 

spoke of possiWe causes of ha myocadal infaction. Since their heart 

attacks, they have an inaeased awaeness of the risk factas fa heart 

dsease. The seach f a causalrty has led them to consida infamation they 

have received about the possible risk factas of family histay of heart 

dsease, smoking, obesity, det, elevated cholestaol and triglycaides, 

stress, lack of estrogen, and lack of exacise. In spite of an inaeased 

awaeness of risk factas and acknowledgement of recommended 

preventive behavias, many women do not change their behavias. 

Eight of the participants re(xx1ed a family histay of heart dsease All 

wae awae of dietay recommendations fa heart patients, although many 

reported that they had tried to follow dietay guidelines and still suffaed 

blockage of vessels. Two wae frustrated that physical activity had not 

prevented their heart attacks. Two acknowledged that being overweight 

may have contributed to their heart problems. Four of the participants 

reported a histay of smoking, Ixit three had stopped smoking yeas befae 

their heart attacks occurred. The possible relationship between stress and 

heart attack was mentioned by all nine participants. 
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Otha studes have identified the seach f a causality as part of the 

process ttiat men and women who have myocadial Infaction expaience. 

One stijdy labeled ttiis concept, making sense, and the reseachas noted 

that all infamants believed that lifestyle was the cause of a heart attack 

(Johnson & Mase. 1990) Those who dd not believe that their Irtestyles had 

caused their heart attacks wae noted to be seeking otha explanations 

(Kella, 1991) a as failing to accurately reconstruct past events (Levy, 1981). 

This investigata refrained from attaching value to the belief that certain 

risk factas cause heart disease. The seach fa causalrty describes the 

participants' efforts to undastand and attach meaning to the event of heart 

attack. The seach f a causalrty did not always indicate changed behavias. 

but rt did indcate an inaeased awaeness of (xjssible causes of heart 

attacks. None of the participants spoke confidentiy of finding the answas. 

Transfamation into one's own case managa. Afta myocadial 

infaction, each of the participants reported inaeased awaeness of ha 

physical condrtion and suggested behavias to deaease the risk of vessel 

reocclusion. Evay woman has taken action In some direction which she 

believed would improve ha health and is acceptable to ha Irtestyle. Six of 

the women Intaviewed have accepted some of the responsibilities involved 

In becoming one's own case managa, choosing and collabaating wrth 
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cae-givas. integ-ating health ttiaapies into one's lifestyle, becoming a self-

advocate, and coadnating cae. The remaining three have assumed some 

tasks In managing their own cae such as diet, exadse. medcations. and 

consurting appropriate physidans. 

One woman fired ha docta and found one who would collabaate 

wrth ha on treatment strategies. Eight of the women developed exacise 

prog-ams to meet their specific needs. All nine of the participants ae well-

vased In lovŷ fat dets. Seven of the women spoke of efforts to deaease 

stress. Becoming one's own self-advocate was demonstrated by two 

women who confronted cae-givas so that their pain could be relieved. 

Othas spoke of protecting themselves from people with negative attitudes. 

One partlci(>ant demonstrated coadnating ha cae when she was insistent 

that plans f a an upcoming angioplasty be convenient fa ha. 

Tack and Gilliss (1990) wrote of the efforts of cadiac patients to 

develop coping strategies fa problems they encountaed In evayday life. 

This concept is simila to some aspects of becoming one's own case 

managa; howeva. none of the Irtaature revealed otha instances of cadiac 

patients actively assuming responsibilrty f a their own healthcae. 

Answas to the reseach questions. The common elements of 

expaiences of women who have heart attacks treated with angioplasty ae: 
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(a) absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack, (b) trust 

vases mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy, (c) seach f a the 

causality of heart attack, and (d) transfamation into one's own case 

managa. The two-part process expaienced by women who live through 

heart attack and angioplasty Is Inaeased awaeness. The Implications f a 

the nursing cae of women who ae experiencing myocadal Infaction and 

angioplasty will be considaed in the dscussion of this study. 

Summay of data presentation and analysis. The study design, data 

collection, and analysis methods wae sufficient to answa the reseach 

questions. The cae vaiable of inaeased awaeness desaibed the two-

part process women expaience afta Ml treated with PTCA. The most 

surprising category developed In the study was absence of typical chest 

pain as a symptom of heart attack. Inaeased awaeness is linked with the 

categaies and concepts developed through review of the narrative data: 

(a) absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack, (b) trust 

vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy, (c) seach fa the 

causality of heart attack, and (d) transfamation Into one's own case 

managa. 
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Discussion 

Introduction. Concepts and the essence of expaiences wae 

devdoped by analyzing ttie nan-atives of nine women who have had 

myocadal infaction treated with angioplasty. The cae vaiable of 

inaeased awaeness desaibed the process of expaiences of the 

participants In this study. Four maja concepts v/hlch appeaed in almost 

evay intaview and seemed linked to otha concepts wae developed. 

Many otha concepts appeaed in the narratives of the women intaviewed. 

The maja concepts wae (a) absence of typical chest pain as a 

symptom of heart attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

advocacy, (c) seach f a the causality of heart attack, and (d) transfamation 

into one's own case managa. Otha concepts which wae noted In Irtaature 

review wae depression and feeling lucky. Participants mentioned coping 

strategies used during PTCA which have an Implication fa nursing cae. 

Absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack. Mae than 

hart of ttie women In this study presented without chest pain as a symptom of 

their heart attack. Although Irtaature reports that 25% of patients have an 

absence of chest pain with symptomatic Ml. most of those patients ae 

expected to be eldaly (Gash & Rahlmtoda, 1991; Uretsky et al..1977) 
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Those with an absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart attack in 

ttiis study wae women between 48 and 71 yeas of age. 

An absence of chest pain as a symptom of Ml frequentiy resurts in a 

delay in treatment and dagnosis (Uretsky et al., 1977). F a three of those in 

this study who denied chest pain as a symptom of their Ml. treatment was 

delayed f a four hours to almost three days. The subject whose treatment 

was delayed six hours now reports decreased stamina and signs of heart 

failure such as paiphaal edema. The otha two partidpants with an 

absence of chest pain did not suffa debilitating cadiac damage. 

Only one woman who had an absence of chest pain as a symptom of 

Ml reported indigestion which could be inta(xeted as a fam of chest pain. 

The otha four with an absence of chest pain had vomiting and jaw pain, jaw 

pain alone, back pain, and left am pain. 

Trust vasus mistrust of cae-giva. Part of the concept of trust vasus 

mistrust of cae-givas is based on the numba of participants who felt that 

their physicians dd not saiously consida their anginal symptoms as such. 

Three participants went to their doctas with vague complaints of not feeling 

well, fatigue, exertional shortness of breath, heart rate in-egulaities, 

eaache, jaw pain, deaeased circulation, left am and shoulda pain. The 

women F)acelved that their doctas treated the symptoms Instead of 
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seaching f a an undalying cause because they dd not consida these 

women at risk f a heart attack. 

Feedback on trust vasus mistrust. Four of the partidpants wae given 

summaies of their convasations and provided feedback. All confirmed the 

taminology of the concept, trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

advocacy. Heaing a participant say that intapretations of data ae "right on" 

and "absolutely right" provides the investigata with unpaalleled 

confirmability of the findngs. 

One participant telephoned with ha feedback. She disagreed with the 

tams, trust vasus mistrust, when she first read them. She sought out mae 

accurate tams, such as confidence and aedence. Afta contemplating the 

issue ovanight, she had decided that trust vasus mistrust wae exactly the 

wads she would choose to describe ha relationships with ha doctas. 

She explained that the trust issue went beyond having confidence in the skill 

of the docta. It involved the patienfs paception of the cae-giva being ha 

advocate, being on ha side, watching out fa ha. and caing fa ha. 

During the feedback process, anotha participant ag-eed with the trust 

vasus mistrust tams. She said. "I didn't trust my docta. I trusted my friend 

who used to wak in the cath lab. When I aataed. she came back. Ha 

presence alone made all the dffaence in the wald." 
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Trg?t and advocagy. Trust In a cae-glva Is Infiuenced by the dienf s 

paception of the cae-giva's concan fa ha. Nurses have traditionally 

assumed the role of patient advocate. Women in the cadac cathetaization 

lab who wae expalendng heart attacks treated with angioplasty reported 

how important contact with othas was during that time. One woman 

mentioned how upset she was in the cath lab when the docta kept telling 

ha to look at the screen, and she was unable to see because they had 

taken ha glasses away. Nurses in those critical aeas have unique 

opportunities to act as patient advocates promoting hamony between the 

patient and ha environment. 

Seach fa the causality of heart attack. Glasa (1978) believed that 

desaiptive reseach contributed to myth breaking. Three reseach studies 

reported that cadiac patients who seached fa the causality of their heart 

attacks and failed to see how their Irtestyles caused their heart attacks wae 

showing maladaptive behavias (Johnson & Mase. 1990, Kella, 1991; 

Levy, 1981). Levy reported that some patients failed to accurately 

reconstruct past events and wae unable to see the causes of their heart 

attacks, such as stress, d-inking, smoking, strenuous activity, type A 

behavias. and eating the wrong foods (Levy, 1981). 
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Johnson and Mase (1990) indcated that ail of their study's infamants 

believed that heart attacks wae a dsease of lifestyle. Those who could not 

see a transg-ession in their lifestyle which might have caused the heart 

attack reportedy felt victimized. Health professionals wae identified as 

causing guilty feelings ova risk factas during the inten-ogation which takes 

place while obtaining a hearth histay (Johnson & Mase. 1990). 

The cause of heart attacks has not been identified at this time. Some of 

the risk factas of heart attack listed in Levy's artide have become outdated 

(Levy, 1981). Reseach has indicated possible risk factas. but the reasons 

why some patients develop heart disease and othas do not have not been 

explained. 

Grounded theay method requires the investigata to enta the reseach 

aea free from (xeconceived ideas so that she may remain open to the data 

(Glasa. 1978). The concept, seach fa causality, was not intended to imply 

that the cause of heart disease and myocadial infaction is known. This 

concept re(Dresents the many statements from the narratives indicating how 

each subject seached fa the cause of ha heart attack. Whetha the 

subjects ae correct in believing that one facta is a greata indicata of heart 

attack risk than anotha Is not within the purpose of this study. The seach 

f a causality desalbes the quest f a answas. 
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Transfamation Into one's own case managa. All women In this study 

reported Inaeased awaeness about risk factas fa heart disease and had 

taken some action towad Incapaating recommended behavias Into their 

Irtestyles. Participants fell along a continuum of transfamation into one's 

own case managa depending upon the responsibility they wae willing to 

accept regadng their healthcae. The desire a ability to become one's 

own case managa does not seem related to age since the six who most 

actively pursued the case managa role range in age from 48 to 79. The 

issue of trust of cae-givas appeas to be related to the transfamation into 

one's own case managa since three of those most vocal about mistrust of 

cae-givas have demonstrated the case managa role. 

Women cadiac patients who become tiieir own case managas will 

need coopaation. infamation. and support from nurses as they collabaate 

on thaapies which will fit the patienfs Irtestyle. Nurses must be ready to 

assist women who do not desire to assume the rde a ae not aWe to fully 

become their own case managas. 

Depression . Anottia categay emaged which was of Importance In 

dscussing rt only by rts absence as a maja concept. Depression was 

frequentty mentioned In studes about functioning afta a cadac event but 

was not mentioned consistentiy by subjects In this study. 
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Five of the participants In this study mentioned paiods of depression 

afta Ml and PTCA. Two women who have had a slow return of activity 

admitted to present proWems with depression. The four women who have 

had Ml and PTCA within the past six months did not indicate a problem with 

depression at the time of intaview. Two reported bouts of depression afta 

coming home from the hospital which is simila to findings reported on 

CABG patients (Allen, 1990). One partidpant, age 79, denied eva having 

depression related to ha Ml and angioplasties. 

The first two times they put me on. at the hospital. I can't rememba, rt 
was an antidepressant. They said. "You will have this." I just didn't say 
a wad. but the minute I got home. I qurt taking rt. I didn't need rt. 

One woman had an expaience of depression afta ha angiog-am. 

When they gave me this report that I had some heart problems, 
that they couldn't do anything about." And I really went into a vay 
bad expaience fa me . . . . and I feel like as long as you know thae 
is something that they can do. that will probably wak, you need to 
know that. 

She does not report any depression at this time even though ha Ml and 

PTCA wae three yeas ago, and CABG was one yea ago. Howeva, one 

of the women whose Ml, PTCA, and emagency CABG wae two yeas ago, 

still reports (DroWems with de(Dression. 

Depression was not revealed as a maja concept among this group of 

nine participants. Pahaps they did not expaience the extent of depression 
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that CABG patients do. because they have not undagone maja surgay 

requiring extensive recupaation. Most of the subjects In this study wae out 

of the hospital In one week and resumed routine activities within two weeks. 

Coping techniques used during angioplasty. The four partidpants who 

wae 69 a dda when ttieir Ml and PTCA took place, do not rememba the 

angioplasty procedure because they wae given shots to sedate them. Most 

report waking up in their rooms. Howeva, the five younga women reported 

strategies they used to cope wrth pain and anxiety. Many mentioned how 

awful rt was to have their hands tied down. Three told of praying during the 

procedure. One woman tried joking wrth the staff, but still fert alone. 

Thae is a saeen thae between you and the physician. That was a 
real metapha fa what I fert. When evaybody, anybody would talk to 
me. then I could respond. Those moments when someone 
approached me during that wae treasured moments. 

One asked the docta sevaal times rt she was doing well because she was 

too scaed to watch the angioplasty saeen. 

Anotha woman reported a nurse acting as ha advocate In helping ha 

with a coping technique. When she had received the maximum dose of 

pain medcation but was still hurting, the nurse suggested imaging. "I said. 

you mean kind of like mediating? and she said, yes, and she said. "Well, 

use your image right now. And, so I have this image of a lake In (state)." 

She desaibed how Imaging helped ha to cope with the pain and that 
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without ttie Intavention of ha nurse, she would not have been able to ttiink 

of this co(5lng strategy. 

The strange. unpredctaWe environments of the emagency room and 

the cath lab a e having effects on women patients who undago heart attack 

treated with angioplasty. Nurses In those aeas ae In an unique position to 

promote integ-alrty ttirough cae-glving behavias towad women patients. 

Finandal concans. Two of the first women Intaviewed owned small 

businesses and wae concaned about the expense involved in treatment f a 

Ml. One spoke of dealing with insurance companies and the stress of not 

being aWe to pay ha medical bills. She even considaed cashing in ha 

savings bonds to reduce ha debt. When the insurance company paid all of 

the bills and relieved ha financial burden, she became hopeful about ha 

future again. The otha woman still worried about ha bills. 

Thae's no way you can (>ay rt. . . . I feel like tiie doctas ae 
reasonaWe. but the hosp>ltals ae not reasonable. . . . It Is a big worry. 
a Wg hassle. And people wanting their money and you don't have 
the money, and your insurance may pay a Irttle, and rt may not pay 
anything. 

The investigata mentioned medical bills to three mae participants to 

elidt ttieir thoughts and feelings about the financial part of Ml and PTCA. 

Two of those who had excdient insurance policies reported they did not 

worry about the expense at all. The third participant was on Medcae and 
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was not concaned about the medical bills. None of the remaining four 

partidpants mentioned expenses invdved with Ml and PTCA. 

Implications f a Nursing Practice 

Martha Rogas (1989) proposed that the purpose of nursing was to 

recognize the uniqueness of each Individual and to help each patient 

achieve ha maximum level of hearth and well-being within ha environment. 

Nurses must continually evaluate the simurtaneous states of patients who 

may be in pain a frightened about the uncertainty of Ml and PTCA and their 

unfamllia environments of hosprtals and cae-givas. The goal of nursing is 

to promote hamonious intaactions between patients and their 

environments by using the knowledge, skill, and undastanding that nurses 

ae exceptionally prepaed to give (Rogas. 1970). 

Findings from this study revealed sevaal aeas of Insight about women 

who expaienced Ml treated witii PTCA. These insights yielded implications 

f a nursing practice regadng Intaactions between women cadac patients 

and their environments. 

1. Recognize that women wrth Ml may not have typical chest pain. 

Women of any age may expaience symptoms of jaw pain, nausea, vomiting, 

epigastric pain, dan-hea, left scapula aea pain, a Iowa left am pain v»/hich 
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could indcate myocadial infaction. Evaluation of female patients must 

Indude a through histay which is not laminated when a woman answas 

"no" to ttie question of whetha she is expalendng chest pain. 

2. Trust in a cae-glva is Infiuenced by the dienf s paception of the 

cae-glva's concan f a ha. Women In this study fert that their cae-givas 

wae competent and skilled; howeva. those qualifications wae not enough 

to ensure a patienfs trust In tiie cae-giva. Nurses must convey cae and 

concan f a their patients through convasation and actions. A su(>portive 

environment will affect a woman who Is expaiencing Ml and PTCA. 

3. Nurses in aitical cae aeas need to rememba that they ae patient 

advocates as well as technical s(3ecialists. Tradtionally, nurses have been 

patient advocates (Nightingale, 1946). Five of the partidpants wae awake 

during PTCA and spoke of their coping techniques. Nurses in aitical cae 

aeas can use their aeativrty to help each Individual patient during the 

events Ml and PTCA. 

4. Clients wrth Ml will seach fa the causality of their heart attacks. 

The causes of Ml ae debataWe. When obtaining a health histay, avoid 

pladng Wame on the patient f a risky behavias. Offa Infamation about 

heart dsease risk factas when she expresses an intaest In acquiring that 

infamation. 
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5. Support those who ae able to be their own case managas and 

assist those who choose not to assume the role. Nurses can evaluate the 

aWlities and desires of patients in meeting their own healthcae needs. 

Through aeative cdlabaation with patients, nurses can promote the health 

of women cadac patients witiiln their own environments of family, job. and 

home. 

Recommendations fa Furtha Reseach 

A quantitative study of women who have had heart attacks would 

Indcate the incidence of the absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of 

Ml in women. This study could be repeated wrth men to dscova rt the cae 

vaiaWe and common concepts ae repeated. Women who have been 

treated by female physicians a anotha g-oup of cadiologlsts may show a 

vaiation on the concept of trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

advocacy. Repeating the study In diffaent ethnic groups may reveal 

dffaences In the concepts trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

advocacy and seach f a the causality of heart attack. Studies of men and of 

women from dffaent ethnic g-oups would Indcate possible drtfaences in 

ttie transfamation into one's own case managa. 
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Summary 

Within this qualrtative. Intapretative design, women who have had 

myocadal infactions treated with angioplasty wae asked to tell their 

stories. Through a g-ounded theay approach the process of inaeased 

awaeness desaibed their common expaiences. Concepts common to 

ttiese women wae (a) absence of typical chest pain as a symptom of heart 

attack, (b) trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on advocacy, (c) seach 

f a ttie causality of ttie heart attack, and (d) the transfamation Into ha own 

case managa. 

The most amazing dscovay during this reseach was finding that five 

of the nine participants had an absence of typical chest pain as a symptom 

of heart attack. All of the women in this study who wae waking befae Ml 

and PTCA returned to wak afta those procedures. None of the four who 

have expaienced Ml and PTCA within the past six months appeaed to be 

depressed a reported proWems with depression. 

All hearthcae pasonnel should know that a patienfs trust Is based on 

ha paception that the provida Is skilled and an advocate who caes f a ha. 

These women had an Inaeased awaeness of the causality of heart attack, 

and wae receptive to infamation from cae-givas and sources such as 

television. The cof>lng techniques used during angiog-am and angioplasty 
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which wae mentioned by five of the participants indicated that women 

patients still need advocacy from nurses In those treatment aeas. 

This study design, method, and theaetical base provided the 

framework necessay to dscova the process of Inaeased awaeness that 

women expaienced as they lived through heart attacks and angioplasty. 

The common concepts of trust vasus mistrust of cae-givas based on 

Integ-alrty. seach fa tiie causalrty of heart attack, and transfamation into 

one's own case managa provided dscussion of Implications fa nursing 

practice. Howeva, the finding of absence of typical chest pain as a 

symptom of heart attack demands dscussion among healthcae providas 

and furtha study to detamine the incidence of this phenomenon. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION 

IN RESEARCH STUDY 

Title of stuff/ "Experiences of Women who hove hod Acute Myocordiol Inforction 
Ireeted with Angioplasty" 

Principal investioator responsible for this research project Is 
Nancy Ridenour. R.N.. C.. Ph.D.. F.N.C. Associate Dean of Graduate Program 
Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Nursing 
phone: (806)743-2731 

Other investigators involved in this stucV if the principal Investigator is not available-
Ruan Reast. R.N..B.S.N.,C. EN. 
graduate student Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Nursing 
phone: (806)793-9581 

(Please contact the principal Investigator or other investigators at the number listed above if 
any of the conditions listed in the "Risks and Discomforts" section of this consent form develop 
of if any unexpected complications occur) 

PURPOSE of this research is: This study is designed to explore the experiences of women like 
me who have had heart attacks treated with angioplasty. By listening to me In an informal 
conversation describing my thoughts, feelings, physical sensations, and perceptions of the 
environment when I had my heart attack and angioplasty, the nurse researcher ma/ understand 
the meaning and impact of those experiences. As she analyzes the conversations, she wil l begin 
to identify common patterns of women who have had a heart attack and angioplasty. The nurse 
researcher wi l l be able to see the implications for nursing care of women cardiac patients. 

PROCEDURES which involve me in exact order are: The nurse researcher and I wil l meet in a 
convenient place for a private conversation lasting approximately one hour. I wil l talk about 
my experiences, thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations as I remember them from the time 
during my heart attack and angioplasty Our conversation wil l be recorded on a tape recorder. 
I wi l l be free to stop talking whenever I wish. The nurse researcher wil l have transcripts of 
the recordings typed, and then destro/ the tape recordings. Later, I wil l receive a summary of 
our conversation so that I can make comments at)Out it to the nurse researcher. 

THE RESEARCH OR EXPERIMENTAL PARTS of this research are: All of the conversation 
transcripts wi l l be studied by the nurse researcher. She wil l l»k for common words, thoughts, 
feelings, or sensations in all of the transcripts. By comparing and studying the transcripts of 
several women like me who have had heart attacks and angioplasty, she may begin to understand 
what those experiences meant to us. The nurse researcher may gain some insight into what our 
experiences m^n regarding the nursing care of women cardiac patients. 

RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS: Discussing my experiences of heart attack and angioplasty may 
become uncomfortable as I remember certain things. I am free to stop the conversation at any 
time. 

BENEFITS ( I f any) which I mfv raasonablv expect from this research are: Being able to tell 
my story of my heart attack and angioplasty is considered therapeutic and part of healing. I may 
be able to sort out my thoughts and feelings about that time in my life. I wi l l have a nurse 
researcher to listen to my experiences. 

I wi l l receive a copy of the consent form to keep. 
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VKU^i, »»0Ctl>0»E5 or eaur«n of tr»«twf)t ( t f try) <^<ch wight b* Wore tdvottoeou* te wt i r t : 

NONE 

WT wtPtg*^ ^ff joyi for purpMM of this rMcarch wUl b* • « ! • avaUablt to: 
("OTE: Th« rOA arr inapKt a l l records portifning to thf« stutfy. <ncludir« alt NO ONE 
••dical recordi t^ielt art d<r«ctly rvlatad te tt>t study.) 

C y M P f T H i I T T gf rtcprdi tdtnttfvtfw m y t l t h . - {n ta lnod (n th« follo.«(na i.nner: A f t e r my t r a n s c r i p t I s t y p e d , 
the tape recording viii be destroyed. My name will not appear on the transcript, instead 
it will be nariced vith a code number. The nurse researcher is the only person who w i n know 
my name and code number which she will »0Bep in a confidential file. 
IT W I T I ^ A L m T tftft TP WrTlC<Wt<no In tt>ti s t i ^ rov,r and abov« nofmat t r .a tw^t cr^r, uUl h. . 

NOTHING 

gy^ntum du. to •» f«r 
(inciudt ttrws of payaant) 

wy PwrtUiaatlor \r this study wU 1 ba: 

NONE 

PVWtTlQW • tht Mm >»ich I t wiU take for mt participation In this Study should be: 

ONE FOUR 

Wtl^TAiT »t^lCl>«MOM: I do not Kava to ba Involve (n this study. I f I sign this fons, <t a»an* that t 
do wish to volLTtaer. I f 1 change »y aind latar, I can dlscantir«j« mr participation in this study at wry 
tiaa I cheoM. I»y withdrawal wi l l not affact wy futurt tra»t«ant at this Institution. Tha InvastigaterCs) 
•ay also tarainata mr participation In this study i t mrf t i w . 

>a>«PtwS*TTOw ei.*l«t: t wlarstand that In tha a v ^ t of Injury raaulting froai tha rasasreh 
proc8<^res described te m, that Taxes Tach Univarslty Maalth Scfancas Center, University "edlcat Center 
end their e f fUlatcs are not able to offer financial co^scnsetlon or to ebeerb the cost of Medical 
treetwent. Itaiever, neceeaary fac i l i t i es , es^r^ency treeoaent, end professionel services will be available 
to reeeerch subjects just as they are to the general coaRj-ilty. For inforaetion regarding your rights as a 
research subject or for further inforaetion about any of the above Betters please contact the Office of 
tponaored ^rogrsM at (806) 743-2960, Texas Tech Universiry Health Sciences Center, Lvisbock, Taxes 79430. 

IICMATUtE 

t iaunjKf 

AOOITlOMAi 

tIClUTUAE 

Of 

Of 

SUBJECT 

^MENT/GUUOIAN 

. SlCIUTuaE 

Of PtOJECT 

oe AUTHC«IZ£C 

or PAJtENT/SUAKOlAM ( I f 

OIUCTOB on AUTMOCIZfD 

UWESEtlTATlVE 

necessary) 

lEPRESENTATIVC 

DATE 

ttCMATUU Of UITMCSS TO ORAL PIESENTATIOH AND SICMATURE 

HOT VALID WITHOUT THE TTUHSC 
l U STAMP or APPROVAL I I 

VOID AFTER '• ^'^^/^'9V 
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APPENDIX B 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR WOMEN WHO HAVE HAD 

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION TREATED 

WITH ANGIOPLASTY 

Data obtained from participants 
Name: 
Addess: 

Date of birth: 
Race: 
Marital status: 
Occupation: 

Highest level of education: 
Ages of chilcten: 
Ages of child-en or g-andchilcten living at home: 
Ages of your parents: 
How many people live in your home? 

Did you ever have heart surgery where an incision was made on 
your chest before the heart attack and angioplasty we are talking 
about in this study? 
Did you ever have a heart attack before this one? 
Did you ever have an angioplasty before this one? 
Did you ever have an angiog'am before you had your heart attack? 
Were you ever treated for angina before this first heart attack 
that we are talking about in the study? 
Were you ever diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure before 
the heart attack and angioplasty that we are talking about in this study? 

WHEN did you have your heart attack and angioplasty? 

WHAT WERE YOU EXPERIENCING WHEN YOU HAD YOUR 
HEART ATTACK AND ANGIOPLASTY? 

What were you thinking? 
What were you feeling? 
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